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Disclaimer
This document contains description of the AI-PROFICIENT project work and findings.
The authors of this document have taken any available measure in order for its content to be accurate,
consistent and lawful. However, neither the project consortium as a whole nor the individual partners that
implicitly or explicitly participated in the creation and publication of this document hold any responsibility for
actions that might occur as a result of using its content.
This publication has been produced with the assistance of the European Union. The content of this publication
is the sole responsibility of the AI-PROFICIENT consortium and can in no way be taken to reflect the views of
the European Union.
The European Union is established in accordance with the Treaty on European Union (Maastricht). There are
currently 28 Member States of the Union. It is based on the European Communities and the Member States
cooperation in the fields of Common Foreign and Security Policy and Justice and Home Affairs. The five main
institutions of the European Union are the European Parliament, the Council of Ministers, the European
Commission, the Court of Justice and the Court of Auditors (http://europa.eu/).
AI-PROFICIENT has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 957391.
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Executive Summary
The Deliverable DB. is a public document of AI-PROFICIENT project delivered in the context of WP1, Task T1.3
regarding the specification of the use cases related to the different pilot sites. These use cases were initially
described and reported at deliverable D1.1.
This deliverable incorporates a specification of the demonstrator to be constructed per use case. This
specification has been reviewed (v2.0) and includes a structured and unified approach to the specification of
all use cases, with a common information regarding Gap Analysis, Stakeholders, Data Sources, Ethical issues,
and a High Level design including Use Case and Sequence Diagrams, as well as a flowchart showing the
expected contributions from different partners and the link to appropriate task activities within development
work packages WP2, 3 & 4. This deliverable is complemented with the requirements already specified in
deliverable D1.4.
In addition, the deliverable also states the relevance of these UCs for the demonstration of AI-PROFICIENT
objectives and shows the role of each task and partner in the construction of the UC demonstrator.
Finally, the deliverable also serves to identify general approaches that can serve to analyse new cases and
opportunities for AI in manufacturing beyond AI-PROFICIENT activities. For instance, it summarises the type
of stakeholders that can be found in most of these cases, as well as the main Ethical aspects that should be
reviewed.
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1. Introduction
After the initial assessment of feasibility and ethical considerations conducted in Task T1.1 and reported in
D1.1., this report summarises that work done in Task 1.3, where selected use cases have been analysed from
a technical point of view.
The report analyses the 8 use cases finally selected from Task 1.1 and performs a specification of the
demonstration to be constructed per use case. The report also includes different generalizations to achieve a
higher level of reusability of the UC outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chapter 2 establishes a methodology to be followed by all UC on their specification, design, development
and validation.
Chapter 3 identifies and generalises the main stakeholders that will take part in all the use cases.
Chapter 4 is the main chapter of this deliverable as it provides a structured specification each selected UC
Chapter 5 summarises ethical considerations
Chapter 6 summarises the relevance of these UCs for the demonstration of main AI-PROFICIENT scientific
and technical objectives (STOs).
Finally, Chapter 7 highlights the overall matching between tasks and UCs, that allows an identification of
the relevance of the UCs with respect to the specific AI-PROFICIENT tasks as well as an identification of
the participants at each demonstration activity in relation to UCs and Tasks.

These use case specifications have been conducted by different people. The main contributors have taken the
role of use case (UC) leaders to become main technical contact points for the UC technical specification
regarding the interaction with UC providers (Continental and INEOS), with the Ethics team and the rest of the
partners collaborating at each use case. Please find below the names of these UC leaders.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

UC Conti 2 - Restart Set up – Kerman Lopez de Calle (Tekniker)
UC Conti 3 – Released extrusion optimization - Alexandre Voisin (Université de Lorraine)
UC Conti 5 – Tread Blade wear - Kerman Lopez de Calle (Tekniker)
UC Conti 7 – Tread alignment - Vassilis Spais (INOS Hellas)
UC Conti 10 – Quality analysis - Katarina Stankovic (Institute Mihajlo Pupin)
UC Ineos 1 – Reactor stability - Sirpa Kallio (VTT)
UC Ineos 2 – Image recognition - Alexandre Vasylchenko (Tenforce)
UC Ineos 3 – Rheology drift - Dea Pujic (Institute Mihajlo Pupin)

Also, it is worthy to mention the support provided in the development of these UC technical details by UC
providers (Paul Astiasarain, Julien Hintenoch and Anthony Bella from Continental, Christophe Van Loock,
Bram Auwers, Patrick Primus, John Krautwurst, Marc-Philipp Ruby from INEOS) as well as the support and
multiple iterations made by the ethics team and in particular Marc Anderson (UL) with UC leaders concerning
the identification of considerations to take into account when designing and developing each use case.
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2. Use Case Methodology
As deliverable D1.3 is addressing use cases as a backbone of AI-PROFICIENT activity, this chapter explains the
methodology that will be followed for definition, development and validation of those use cases, including the
link of the different outcomes with specific deliverables and tasks. In brief, it follows the AI-PROFICIENT taskoriented methodology approach already defined in the DoW (In bold pending actions):
1. Problem description from operator perspective (D1.1/M6) (M6)
2. UC Problem & solution specification
• Enhanced description from technical perspective (D1.3) (M9)
• Proposed solution – description & ethics considerations (D1.3) (M9)
• Solution feasibility - data sources (legacy/new ones) (D1.3) (M9)
• Solution definition- Stakeholders & use case diagrams (D1.3) (M14 Revision)
• Revision – generic review (stakeholders, ethical considerations, STO impact) (D1.3) (M14
Revision)
3. UC requirements & KPIs specification
• Datasets, ethical considerations (D1.3) (M9)
• User & technical requirements (D1.4) (M12)
• Revision – generic requirements (D1.4) (M12)
• Identify KPIs that cover requirements (D1.4) (M12)
4. Solution design & development - Design models/algorithms/functionalities. Work performed at
technology WPs (2-3-4-5) and reported at their respective deliverables. Additionally:
• Build data pipeline in the platform (KPIs/Models/functionalities) (D1.5) (M12)
• UC Asset identification (D7.4) (M14 1st draft)
• UC Preliminary technology & market value (D7.4) (M14 1st draft)
• Solution design expanded – including Sequence diagrams (D1.3) (M14 Revision)
• UC related assets (first version) integrated at platform (D5.5) (M24)
• Solution of AI technologies – a first matching with tasks and stakeholders (D1.3) (M14
Revision)
• Solution of AI technology experimentation and development (D2.X, D3.X and D4.X) (M18
Report)
5. Validation
• UC solutions validation with respect to specifications, requirements and KPIs as expressed in
D1.3 & D1.4 (D6.2) (M34)
• UC market & technology value revision (D7.4) (M36)
Therefore, in line with the methodology aforementioned, this deliverable D1.3 contains (chapter 4) the UC
problem and solution specification as follows:
1) Use case description: Starts with an expanded textual description of the D1.1. use case where previously
hidden details that are considered of importance for the solution are also incorporated. It also includes a
gap analysis, indicating the difference between actual outcome of each process and expected outcome,
as well as the main Stakeholders that participates in the case.
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2) The Proposed Solution introduces the expected complementary or even redundant alternatives that will
compose the final solution. It Includes a list of requirements in terms of data sources that needs to be
accessed. It finally includes ethics considerations to be taken into account, especially regarding HMI
interactions, and understanding whether any proposed solution may entail unexpected burdens or risks
to operators, and also how ethics may influence later low-level design and implementation.
3) A high level design that specifies the input and output parameters of the solution as well as an
standardized UML use case diagram reflecting the interactions between stakeholders and the main
solution components, a series of sequence diagrams including a first implementation design of these
components, and finally the identification of technologies and links to WPs, matching the specific
operational tasks in WPs 2, 3 & 4 participating in each use case, including expected partners carrying out
each task, taking into account a collaborative approach in most of the UCs.
It is worthy to highlight that this deliverable needs to be analysed together with D1.4, which details the user
requirement and the functional requirements per use case, as well as the platform specification in deliverable
D1.5
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3. Use Case Stakeholders
The demonstrators or use cases are industrial problems that AI-PROFICIENT addresses in order to improve
certain demands on each of these UCs. At the same time, certain generic stakeholders have been rapidly
identified in these UCs. These stakeholders have equivalent roles in different industrial settings, but their duty
is specific in each UC.
•
•
•

•

Operators: Persons in charge of running the production line and ensuring the product is being created.
Maintenance craftsmen: Persons in charge of fixing the maintenance problems occurring in the line. It
might be due to scheduled maintenance actions or because of unplanned breakdowns.
Maintenance manager/engineer: Person in charge of the supervision of all the assets and of the planning
of scheduled maintenances, according to SAP. He also manages the allocation of maintenance crew to the
maintenance action to be performed.
Production/quality manager: Persons in charge of the supervision of the UC processes, it might be related
to the production line as well as to the quality of the product or the process itself.
Role ID
STKH_1-OP
STKH_2-MC
STKH_3-MM
STKH_4-PM

Name
Operator
Maintenance craftsmen
Maintenance manager
Production/quality manager
Table 1: Generic stakeholders and their related ID
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4. Use Cases: Description, proposed solutions & high-level design
4.1. CONTI-2 UC Specification: Restart Setup
4.1.1. UC description
Extrusion process is not continuous. Sometimes, the need to produce different types of recipes, or either
scheduled or unplanned replacements require the production line to be stopped. As a consequence of the
production stoppage, it is necessary to bring the production line back to the optimal production performance
situation for which some adjustments (manual control of some setpoints) are carried out, which is known as
the set-up process. Until this production-ready point is reached, the tread that is being produced tends to be
of low quality and therefore not useful, for that reason, this low-quality tread (a.k.a. rework) is cut and sent
back to the extruders.
It is well known that these stops of the production have a negative influence on the quality of the tread, which
is being produced, which impacts the tread weight stability or/and the tread geometries. However, the stops
are unavoidable, as the repairs need to be done and it is also necessary to stop the production to change the
type of product. Thus, the set-up process, the one in charge of bringing back the production to optimal
conditions, is critical.

Figure 1: Extruder control and monitoring panel.

The duration of the set-up process determines the amount of rework that is created and brought back to the
extruders (a.k.a. reintroduction) in order to not waste the raw materials. The longer the set-up the more
rework that there will be.
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The amount of reintroduction impacts the productivity, and, additionally, it creates the risk of getting the
compound cured (appearance of curation particles) which is undesired.
Sharp setups produce some peaks and transitory states in process variables (such as in the pressure) that
should be avoided.
Gap Analysis
Currently extruder setpoints are considered in an independent manner (each extruder has its set point) and
the setup process is manually carried out by operators with the only help of their own experience. Once the
operators think the extruders are ready to begin with extrusion, they start the extrusion process and manually
establish speed setpoints that are followed by the extruders. Consequently, due to the different levels of
experience and the huge variability (number of recipes and extrusion conditions) the setup times and the
settings used during the restart vary considerably, which, in turn, impacts the final tread quality.
The expected outcome of this use case will allow a homogeneous assessment of the optimal set of parameters
in ‘real time’, which will support a simple decision-making protocol, clear feedback and finally a higher tread
quality.
From a technological value point of view, It seems a problem difficult to achieve a solution without the
involvement of AI technologies. That is, the combined use of prediction & optimization algorithms, together
with advanced HMI mechanisms to interact with humans and self-adapt and improve algorithms performance
makes AI technologies as ‘enablers’ for the development of a solution. On the other hand, there is a potential
market for similar challenges addressing multi-objective optimization mechanisms in quasi real-time
conditions.
Stakeholders
Currently, there is only a single Stakeholder involved in this UC, however, with the adoption of the solutions
provided by AI-PROFICIENT it is expected to also involve the production manager.
Role ID

Name

UC duty

STKH_1-OP

Operator

STKH_4-PM

Production manager

When a new recipe is required, they need to decide when to
start the extrusion and which speed settings to use.
Currently not involved in the extrusion process. With the
adoption of the proposed solution, will be expected to monitor
the quality of the extrusions and to retrain the algorithm when
necessary.

Table 2: Stakeholders related to Conti-2 use case

4.1.2. Proposed solution
From the technical point of view there are at least two ways to develop a solution.
Best setup conditions detection:
Currently Conti’s production line setup is carried out manually. From the historic data, it should be possible to
associate the set-ups with their consequent rework quantity and detect which operation setpoint
combinations have led to lower rework quantities and which temperature and viscosity conditions are optimal
to begin the extrusion. This approach requires detecting the setups in the historic data, characterizing the
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curves and fetching some process related influential parameters and correlating these parameters with the
quantity of rework.
Exploration of alternative and optimal setup conditions
Once an initial analysis of past data is carried out and having a more detailed knowledge of interactions and
effects involved in the rework production, a Design of Experiments will take place in order to better determine
the best start-up settings that minimize rework creation. The results of this data will be processed with
different techniques, such as surrogate models, that can enhance the identification of the optimal parameters
for restart setup.
In both cases, this solution will be based on two main components:
•

Recommender system: This system will provide the operator with suggestions regarding the optimal
instant to start the extrusion back again as well as the most beneficial speed curve that should be followed
by the extruders. This way the system will aim to minimize the amount of rework that is created due to
the low quality of the extrusion. Those recommendations will be given together with the explanation of
the inference carried out by the AI in order to reach the conclusions.

•

Retraining system: The retraining system deals with the lifelong learning capabilities of the recommender
system. The aim of this system is to improve the recommender system based on the amount of rework
that is created after following/not following the suggestions of the recommender system and the feedback
provided by the operator.

The following figure represent the input/outputs of the proposed system in the context of the extruder.

Figure 2: Graphical diagram of proposed solution.

Required datasets for solution development
The datasets required for the detection of factors that affect the quantity of rework produced during the
startup need to represent the speed of the conveyors after the extrusion, other factors that might be related
to the rework production and, finally, the rework itself.
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From this dataset each of the startups will be detected and processed so that the different speed stages can
be detected. These stages will be related to the amount of rework that this start up created.

Figure 3: Example of dataset provided by Continental

Continental has already provided a dataset which such characteristics. It is the partners’ duty, to process raw
extruder speeds and other signals and correlate them to gain insight and develop algorithms.
Addressing ethical considerations
•

•

•

ETHICS 1 (1), (2)1 – General AI/Operator interaction: Whether the driver operator is always expected to
follow the AI proposal should be specified, in addition, clarify at the beginning whether some time is
envisioned when the operator can stop looking at the restart parameters. There is a staged adoption of
the solution planned, were the roles of the AI and the operator will be clearly defined. However, due to
the level of maturity the solution has currently, it is difficult to establish those roles now.
ETHICS 2 (3)- Consideration – AI Errors handling: A protocol should be created to deal with the situation
when the AI makes an error: Operators will be provided an HMI to give feedback and handle AI errors.
This HMI will be accompanied by a set of instructions/protocol on how to use the HMI and how to give
feedback.
ETHICS 3 (4) – Identify & minimise additional workload: The operator will be expected to adjust all
extruders if AI is integrated, it is necessary to consider the extra effort required from the operator. With
the inclusion of the AI, it is CONTINENTAL’s desire to extend the manual adjustment of extruders from one
to more, which might be a cause of overload for the operator. As a counter measure, during the adoption
of the solution on the first extruder, the potential overloads or benefits will be evaluated and consequently
whether it is possible to extend the use of the AI to other extruders or not.

1

Ethics recommendations include two notations: First number – if given – identifies a general area of recommendations,
as summarised in chapter 5. Numbers between parentheses ‘()’ corresponds to the specific number given internally to
each UC recommendation, that will serve to keep track of their feasibility, accomplishment, and demonstration
throughout the rest of the project execution. Therefore Ethics 1 (1) (2) (1.3-1), for example, refers to general area of
recommendation 1 for ethics, two specific recommendations (1) (2) of this UC that have been summarised as part of the
general ethics considerations related to AI/Operator interaction, and task specific recommendation number 1 for task
1.3 related to this UC (often related to the design of or information included in the corresponding deliverable).
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4.1.3. High level design
Input and output parameters for demonstrator execution
For the deployment of said techniques it will be necessary to establish communication mechanisms among
the components presented in the following table:

Table 3: Input and output parameters for the model/system developed for Conti-2 use case

Use case Diagram

Figure 4: UC diagram for extruder restart-setup optimization

Sequence diagrams
Sequence diagrams below describes the expected implementation of components described above
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Figure 5: Collect extruder data.

Figure 6: Check recommended extruder settings.

Figure 7: Set extruder settings.
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Figure 8: Check rework and operator feedback.

Figure 9: Re-train model.

Technologies and links to WP
Currently, the following tasks are found to be related to the design, development and implementation of this
use case.
WP 2 – This UC attempts to provide operators assistance, the algorithms developed for that purpose are based
on data sources that are already existing, therefore there is no need of installing new sensors. However, there
are some tasks to manage on edge level, covered in the following tasks:
•

T2.2 – Component level data acquisition and pre-processing. From the signals that are currently
recorded, new processing techniques will be needed to extract valuable information. Initially and due to
the large historic dataset available, distributed computing technologies such as Spark will be needed. In
later stages, once the signal processing is defined, it will be sent to the edge if required.
• T2.3 Self diagnostics and production process anomaly detection & T2.4 Self prognostics and component
operating condition estimation: This use case tries to provide operators with guidance at edge level on
how to adjust certain parameters and, at the same time, identify optimal conditions are met (no
abnormalities occur). To provide these suggestions, the solution will need to identify and detect anomalies
in the process as well as being capable of prognosing the behaviour of the machine under different
settings.
WP3 – The UC is mostly related to the edge systems. However, the retraining system will provide lifelong selflearning capabilities to the intelligent systems. For that reason, the following WP is linked to this UC.
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•

•

•

T3.1 – Hybrid models of production processes and digital twins: The solution requires of the integration
of hybridization of a feedback system with a data-based model, that will take place inside this Task. The
surrogate model that is planned for this purpose can be considered a hybrid model, as it explains, in a
simpler manner, the behaviour of the extrusion process.
T3.2 – Predictive analytics for production quality assurance: Once the rework quantity and the stabilization
time are measured, it will be possible to stablish threshold to control the quality of the extrusion, which
will be done in this task.
T3.5 – Future scenario based decision-making and lifelong self-learning: In addition, the development of
the retraining systems will be carried out on this task.

WP4 – WP4 deals with the analysis the identification of effective means for human-machine interaction. For
this UC in particular, the following tasks might be of relevance in the development of the final solution.
•

•

T4.1 – Human feedback mechanisms for AI reinforcement learning: For the sake of an improved humanmachine interaction, this task aims to provide mechanisms of interaction with the AI so that it can be
improved. In addition, it gathers human knowledge in the development of AI algorithms.
T4.2 – Role-specific human-machine interfaces and data visualization. Such technologies will be
employed in this system to transfer the decision support from machine to user and the feedback system
of the algorithms. T4.4 – Explainable and transparent AI decision making: For the sake of a more reliable
use of AI and greater involvement of operators, the AI systems will be designed adopting the cutting edge
explainability techniques. This way the decision will be easier to understand, trust, or challenge if the
operator needs to do so.

Due to the low maturity of this UC only the involvement of TEK is granted in this UC. It is expected, however,
that other partners will get involved in this UC in the near future as specific tasks are started once the UC is
more mature.

Figure 10 – High-level chart of the engaged tasks at CONTI-UC2
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4.2. CONTI-3 UC Specification: Released extrusion optimisation
4.2.1. UC description
Relaxed extrusion is a concept to improve the quality of the semi products produced on the Combiline. When
extruding the objective is to have the minimum tension inside the product so that shrinkage effects after
cutting are minimized to avoid length issues and bad weight repartition on the surface of the tire (RFPP
deviations). There are 3 factors to consider minimizing tension in the product:
•

The visco-elastic phenomenon.

•

The flow balancing in the die.

•

The conveying of the product.

Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the condition leading response to relaxed tread and non-relaxed tread. Despite
the global phenomenon and condition are well understood from a process viewpoint, it requires to be
implemented technically on the Combiline.

Figure 11: Summary of condition to ensure relaxed tread.
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Figure 12: Summary of condition leading to non-relaxed tread.

The tread relaxation is followed on-line thanks to process measurement. 2 indicators are computed on-line:
•
•

(V2-V1): difference between the speed of the first conveyor of the “cold” part of the Combiline and the
speed of the last conveyor of the “hot” part of the Combiline;
(Hot width – cold width): difference between the width of the tread at the beginning of the cold part of
the Combiline (hot width) and at the end (cold width). Both widths are measured at the same time; it
means that the width do not correspond to the same part of the tread.

Figure 13 shows the objective function that is used to drive the Combiline.
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Figure 13: Objective function to drive the Combiline with respect to the 2 main tread quality indicators: (V2-V1) and (hot width –
cold width)

Gap Analysis
Currently, the control of the relaxation of the product is done by the operator. However, the adjustment of
V2-V1 is done by a person from the die workshop during the development of the die. To change the delta
between V2 and V1, the person of the die workshop first runs the extrusion. He can then increase the rotation
of the screws to decrease the delta between V2 and V1. If the delta is still too high and the screw rotation is
already at the maximum allowed, he can lower the line speed. Once the adjustments have been made, the
recipe parameters are recorded and reused by the Combiline operators.
What can subsequently impact the speed delta between V2 and V1 comes from the setting of the speed of
the pulling roller, which is modified at the start of the production (draw roller speed ramp). During the
production, the raw material can impact the extrusion and consequently the released level of the production.
To counterbalance the effects of the raw materials, the speed of the pulling roller can be modified by the
operator so that the extrusion stay released. This modification will automatically modify the speed of V1,
modification done automatically by the PLC. This modification of the setpoint of V1 always respects the
percentage of the speed decrease of the recipe.
It is complicated for the operators to find the right parameters to apply so that the extrusion is released,
because they have no tools to help them and no alarms to signal that the extrusion is no longer released. The
experience of the operators plays a big role, because they modify the speed of the roll according to their own
experience, so the modifications do not always make it possible to catch up with the hazards of the production.
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Moreover, the relaxation of the product is not the only concern of the operators. They also have to adjust the
screw speed, monitor the feeding, watch the packaging, etc.
From the Q&A session, Continental expresses the following requirements regarding the way the new AI
solution should perform
•
•
•
•

AI must deeply analyse parameters which have an impact on the speed stability and length stability (cold
side of the Combiline).
AI must deeply study which parameters impact the relaxation level and make a proposal to reach a better
relaxation level. (hot side of the Combiline).
AI must alarm operators if the hot area isn’t relaxed.
Target is to guarantee the relaxation of the product and then to use the velocity factor from the hot
profilometer to predict the cold profile (project for reducing rework from Die trials and reducing time
losses due to die development activities.)

Main differences with actual status are the consecution of
a) a condition alarm to automate detection of non-relaxed status from either the hot or the cold part.
b) a cold profile prognostic that anticipate potential relaxation problems.
c) a decision support in the form of an early correction via speed and length.
Stakeholders
At present, 2 stakeholders are involved operator and production manager as described earlier. In the solution
adopted by AI-PROFICIENT in addition to the 2 previous the maintenance manager will be involved as well:
Role ID

Name

UC duty

STKH_1-OP

Operator

He/she makes the changes of the settings of the Combiline to
ensure the relaxation. AI-PROFICIENT solution will rise an alarm
to alert when early relaxation deviations are detected and tell
operator the cause of the deviation.

STKH_3-MM

Maintenance manager

The maintenance manager will be provided with the cause of
the cold part conveyor deviation and the remaining useful life
of the conveyor.

STKH_3-PM

Production Manager

The production manager will play the same role as now. He will
be provided with the alarms raised, the causes and the
remaining useful lives.

Table 4: Stakeholders related to Conti-3 use case

4.2.2. Proposed solution
The analysis of the requirements leads to the following comments:
•
•

•

The KPI related to tread quality (V1-V2) and (hot width – cold width) will be used as objective values as
describe in the Figure 13.
The UC is related to the objective for the hot part of the Combiline. The objectives related to the cold part
of the Combiline are part of another UC not selected yet (indeed, no data are available in the historical
data from this part).
The last objective, i.e. predict the cold profile, is part of a Continental project and does not belong to the
UC but is an extension of it.
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As historical data over a long period already exist, the foreseen solution is to use deep learning models. Three
steps are needed: analysis of the data, anomaly detection model, prognostic model.
Analysis of the data
A first step of analysis and understanding of the data is compulsory in order to determine what are the main
influent parameters of the Combiline. While the phenomena influencing the relaxation of the tread are well
understood, it is not clear how to monitor them on the Combiline, i.e., how to know which sensors are linked
to these phenomena but also what range of the sensor values leads to either a relaxed product or a not relaxed
one.
To reach this goal, we will use classical statistical analysis like PCA, correlation matrix, ANOVA. These statistical
approaches will explicit the strongest correlations between the variables of interest. We will then further
exploit Machine Learning approaches that may reveal weak and unexpected correlations between various
sensors and the target measures (V2-V1 and Hot-cold total widths). These Machine Learning approaches may
be of three types:
•
•

•

First, well-known methods that may eventually lead to intuitive interpretations, such as decision trees,
linear and logistic models.
Second, more powerful models such as Support Vector Machines (SVM) that are equipped with fast
convergence training algorithms and may thus be used within outer loops of ablative experiments to
identify relevant sensors and ranges of input values.
Third, deep learning models, such as feed-forward, convolutions and transformers, that take more time
to train but may leverage weak and unexpected correlation patterns. Interpretation of the model outputs
in this case is however not guaranteed, because of the increased experimental time required that
jeopardizes the number of probe experiments that can be performed in a reasonable amount of time.

The analysis of the data will be conducted considering that the aforementioned KPI’s (V2-V1) and (hot width
– cold width) are the target and their magnitude is representative of the magnitude of the quality of the tread
as shown in Figure 13.
Further feedback and insight from UC 10 might also be of help.
Anomaly detection model
The aim of the anomaly detection model will be to alert the operator of the drift of some parameters that may
lead to non-relaxed product. Depending on the findings of the data analysis the solutions foreseen are of 2
types:
•

•

Either to consider a model that may give some information, like “control chart”, about the stability of the
process in relation with its natural variations. Such kind of models are for instance Deep Learning one class
models (e.g., Deep-SVDD). This kind of approach is mainly based on data representative of the nominal
state of the process. This kind of model may be very sensitive and able to detect early drift.
Either to consider a (or several) model(s) that will detect and diagnose which drift/degradation/anomaly
is running and will alert the operator. This approach requires more data than the previous and furthermore
data representative of the several kinds of drift. Moreover, the dataset has to be balanced with respect to
the several drifts. This kind of model might be more difficult to train because of the several operating
conditions of the process (several recipes for instance).

Both approaches are complementary and require different kind of data.
Prognostic model
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Pprognostics model aims to predict Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of components, i.e. the time remaining before
the failure of the component. In this UC, if enough data are available, we will build a prognostic model that
will predict the time before the drift of the parameters might lead to a non-relaxed product. Since the nonrelaxed condition may come from several causes, one prognostic model has to be builtt for every cause.
For this aim we propose to tune an end-to-end approach with an MLP-LSTM-MLP model, which components
include a first Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) to automatically extract relevant features, an LSTM to capture
degradation patterns over time and a final MLP to predict the RUL. We have proposed and evaluated such a
model for prognostics of turbofan RUL on a well-known dataset. The results show that our proposed model
obtains good performances compared to the state-of-the-art2.
Required datasets for solution development
Continental has already provided expert knowledge about the process, the Combiline and the relaxation
phenomena. As the foreseen approaches are based on ML, as much data as possible are required. The data
must be segmented to get only the “stabilized” production phase. Furthermore, all sensors that might be
related to the relaxation phenomena have to be included.
Continental has already provided a dataset with such characteristics. Nevertheless, the dataset only includes
relevant sensors dealing with the hot part of the Combiline. No relevant sensors of the cold part of the
Combiline are available yet. It is the other partners’ duty, to process raw signals and correlate them to gain
insight and develop algorithms. The list of sensors and the data are available on the PETA repository of the
project.
Addressing ethical considerations
Following the recommendations provided by the ethics team on this use case, the following aspects have been
clarified and discussed:
ETHICS 1 (1)- General AI/Operator interaction: Clarify formally who is getting the guidance to define
extrusion settings and to what extent they will be expected to use that guidance: There is an uncertainty at
this time whether AI guidance will go to technician or whether it will involve interaction with operator
ETHICS 2 (4)- AI Errors handling: Clarify protocols: Error protocol and expectations for operator or technician
are still needed.
ETHICS 3 (1.3-1) – Recognize and retain parameters for Human centred operator experience (time and
cognitive load): To prevent real-time RUL information from becoming a constant ‘worry’ for the operator (like
obsessively checking emails) delineate some boundaries of reasonable checking and reaction to the RUL to
begin with. Recommendation: Before implementing the RUL in live trial, proceed first by deciding with UC
owner (Continental) – and based on operator experience if possible – on a reasonable limit of
degradation/time remaining at which the operator will react by making adjustments. Use this limit in a first
stage of RUL implementation, then, if earlier reaction to RUL is necessary for better adjustment either ‘move’
the limit or remove it altogether after the operator (or technician) has become familiar with RUL based
adjustments.

2

Alaaeddine Chaoub, Alexandre Voisin, Christophe Cerisara, Benoît Iung. Learning representations with end-to-end
models for improved remaining useful life prognostic. PHME 2021. ⟨hal-03247997⟩
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4.2.3. High level design
Input and output parameters for demonstrator execution
The output parameters delivered by the solution will be of 2 kinds:
•

Anomaly detection model will provide an “alarm”, i.e. a variable that will be set to 1, when condition
drift to non-relaxed product situation will be detected.

•

Prognostic model will provide either the RUL, in the sense defined earlier, or the degradation
trajectory. The selected kind of output will be selected regarding the data available for training the
model as well as the models performances.
The inputs of both models, i.e., anomaly detection and prognostic models, are not known yet. They will be
defined by the first step of data analysis conducted.
Model/system

Input(s)

Output(s)

Execution

Final User

Anomaly detection

Raw data from
the process

Continuously

Operator
Operation manager

Prognostic

Raw data from
the process

“alarm” will be set to 1,
when condition drift to
non-relaxed product
situation will be detected
Remaining useful life or
degradation trajectory

On demand

Operator
Operation manager
Maintenance
manager

Table 5: Input and output parameters for the model/system developed for Conti-3 use case

Use case diagram
The interactions of the stakeholders with the solution can be defined as follows:

Figure 14: CONTI3 UC diagram
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Sequence diagrams
* Notify Alarm

Figure 15: Notify alarm sequence diagram.

* Detect relaxation drift

Figure 16: Detect relaxation drift sequence diagram.

* Check relaxation drift prognostic & Prognostic relaxation drift
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Figure 17: Check relaxation drift prognostic and Prognostic relaxation drift sequence diagram.

* Schedule maintenance
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Figure 18: Schedule maintenance sequence diagram.

Further insight with Continental as well as with HMI provider will be required in order to define what and how,
at the end, will be delivered to the operator. For instance, one may think of using an “Andon” with 3 lights:
green, orange and red to display anomaly detection information.
For the RUL, further insight has to be considered since the information is richer and not provided yet. Such
information may lead to more cognitive load for the Combiline operator.
Operators are expected to consider the alarm and RUL provided by the system and to carry out the actions
that they consider appropriate. That is, the anomaly detection and the prognostic information are provided
as a guideline, not as strict order.
Technologies and links to WP
Several work packages of AI-PROFICIENT are linked to this use case. Currently, at least the following ones have
been identified. But this list might change (include more or reduce) as more insight in the data analysis and
use case are available.
This use case is in-between component/edge and system/cloud levels. Indeed, the decision (alarm and RUL)
has to be provided at the (sub-part) machine level and may come from several components. As such in might
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involve task from WP2 (edge/component level) and WP3 (cloud/system level) as well as WP4 to interact with
the users.
WP 2 – Work package 2 deals with the edge system. This UC attempts to provide services at the edge in relation
to components.
•

T2.1 – IioT environment deployment and set-up: Some additional sensors may need to be installed and
their information sent to the servers for further processing and development of models. If the sensors
information will be compulsory, the deep learning approach will be no longer valid for some of the
anomaly (not all of them). In this way, more classical techniques will be explored.

•

T2.3 – Self-diagnostics and production process anomaly detection & T2.4 – Self- prognostics and
component operating condition estimation. These two tasks are the core of this UC. Primarily because
the aim of this UC is to provide an edge system that allows anomaly detection and prognostic, secondly,
because this system need to consider the different operating conditions for this purpose. We will mainly
explore deep learning neural networks as technology to solve this UC as explained earlier.

WP3 – As the use case is in-between component and system level, it will also require a task from WP3.
•

T3.3 – Proactive maintenance strategies at system/line level: This task will leverage the aggregation of
components health/states and aggregate them in order to provide the status of the relaxation of the tread.
Indeed, some dependencies and interaction might exist between the components and anomaly that must
be considered in order to anticipate their combined impact on the relaxation of the tread.

WP4- WP4 deals with the analysis the identification of effective means for human-machine interaction. For
this UC in particular, the following tasks might be of relevance in the development of the final solution.
T4.2 – Role-specific human-machine interfaces and data visualization: This use case will require the
development of HMIs for data visualization.
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Figure 19 – High-level chart of the engaged tasks at CONTI-UC3
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4.3. CONTI-5 UC Specification: Tread blade wear
4.3.1. UC description
After the cooling process takes place, the tread is almost ready to be stored in the trolleys. However, it needs
to be cut first into single tyre units. This process is carried out in between the entry and exit conveyor as shown
in the following figure.

Figure 20: Location of the tread cutter in the production line.

In that point of the production line, the tread that comes in a single piece is cut into single tyre units of the
same approximate length, following the tyre design specifications.

Figure 21: Upper schematic view of tread cutting system.

There are 3 main components involved in the tread cutting systems:
•
•
•

Entry and exit conveyors
Blade system
Lubrication system

Entry and exit conveyors bring the uncut tread to the cutting system and, once it is split into single pieces, they
carry it to the next step in the production line. Blade system consists of a rotational blade that cuts the tread.
It is the core of the cutting system. It performs cuts with certain angle that allow both sides of the rubber to
be ensembled later.
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Figure 22: Blade system.

The blade performs a considerable amount of cuts each day. These repetitive cuts make the blade to be worn
out and it needs to be replaced almost in a weekly basis. The blade changes are not regularly scheduled as the
stiffness of the tread can vary from one tread type to another. In consequence, there is no standardised
method to assess the blade status now.
Due to the stickiness and rigidity of the rubber, the blade needs to be in optimal conditions to perform accurate
cuts that will not compromise the final quality of the tires. When the blade is worn, its’ capability to produce
good cuts is compromised leading to quality issues downstream the production line.

Figure 23: Left) Cut with imperfect geometry (in red). Right) Cut with desired geometry (in green).

Gap Analysis
Currently, assessing the degree of wear of the blade is a complex task, which is carried out by the operators.
This implies visually checking the quality of the cut and adopting some corrective measures (such as slight
modifications of the cutter setting parameters) in case some burrs appear in the tread or if the cutter is getting
stuck during the cuts.
There is no system to transfer any information regarding the goodness of the blade from one shift to the next
one. Consequently, on every shift the incoming operators need to check the blade again visually without
having prior information regarding the state of the blade in the previous shift.
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Blades are only changed when the cut quality is too bad or following some preventive maintenance schedules
(the second rarely occurs).
Of course, increasing the blade change frequency could reduce the problems associated to the low quality on
the cuts. However, the consequent production line stoppages may cause higher costs than a more corrective
based maintenance approach.
The expected solution to this problem is the use of predictive analytics (from data that can come from different
sources) so that the blade status can be diagnosed and predicted, and therefore the blade change can be
optimal, thus increasing cut quality while avoiding an increase in corrective actions.
Stakeholders
Role ID

Name

UC duty

STKH_1-OP

Operator

STKH_2-MC

Maintenance
craftsmen

When problems arise on the cutting system (faults, breakdowns etc.)
they call maintenance craftsmen to fix them.
They repair the blade system or replace the blade. In case a blade
replacement is carried out they keep a log of this change on the SAP.

STKH_3-MM

Maintenance
manager

Person in charge of the supervision of all the assets and of the
planification of scheduled maintenances, according to SAP. Currently
they have no way of planning blade changes due to the lack of
monitoring system of the blade.
Table 6: Stakeholders related to Conti-5 use case

Figure 24: Interactions among involved stakeholders.

4.3.2. Proposed solution
Given the current situation regarding the data affecting the tread cutting systems, it seems reasonable to
follow an approach that starts from a basic dataset, i.e. with the data that is currently available, and adds
layers of complexity and detail to the final solution as soon as new data (provided by new sensors) is available
and it can be used to design more detailed algorithms.
In that sense the following complementary approaches are proposed:
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Usage based approach for cut wear estimation
In a first stage, developing a statistical model that approximates the wear of the blade based on the number
of cuts made in each type of tread seems to be a good starting point. This model can be later complemented
by the algorithms developed with complementary approaches (e.g. the current measurement) to
disambiguate other faults or have a more precise blade wear detection measurement provided by the vision
system.
Additionally, as new recipes are expected to be created in the future, the reliability system may be enhanced
by means of semantic knowledge, so that initial wear-per-cut values can be inferred for new recipes that have
not being cut before.
Current signature-based cut efficiency estimation
Current sensors can be used to identify excess effort made by the machine when cutting (meaning either the
blade is worn or other faults are occurring). Additionally, signal processing techniques can be used to
distinguish other root causes of the faults by using frequency domain techniques which could become a fault
diagnosis system.
Vision based cut quality assessment
Vision system can be used to provide an automated measurement of the goodness of the cut, which is an
objective by itself, but could additionally be fed in the blade wear estimation system, as the goodness on the
cut is already a symptom of blade wear.
Feedback system
In all cases, the system should be complemented by a feedback system: The feedback system will be in charge
of keeping the human in the loop while ensuring the lifelong learning capability of the models. The feedback
system is comprised by the means supporting maintenance craftsmen to provide feedback as well as the retraining system for the models.
In particular, maintenance managers will be provided with interfaces to monitor on quasi-real time the health
status of the blade as well as to make different simulations on how the blade life will evolve in relation to the
expected tread cuts in order to ease the scheduling of maintenance actions as well as type-of-product
schedules. Furthermore, managers will be able to trigger the retraining of the algorithms based on the logs
provided by the craftsmen.
This problem is related to optimised maintenance predictions and actuations. Therefore, can therefore be
aligned to a wide market of similar predictive/advanced maintenance challenges. The technology value is
related to the incorporation of three different approaches together with the feedback mechanisms, which will
serve to establish a clear technological path to solve this type of problems, where different AI based methods
can be compared with each other and can also cooperate among them.
Required datasets for solution development
Data sources that will be needed can be grouped with respect to the different approaches and the feedback.
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a) Usage model: The development of the model will require obtaining the following table:

Table 7: Example of required table for usage model design.

Each row represents the lifetime of a blade (which is identified with the Blade ID), additionally there will
be a column for each different recipe/tread type. The value in this column represents the number of cuts
that each blade has done to each type of recipe. Furthermore, the column Blade change info stores the
reason for the blade change: EOL (End of Life), Scheduled (when the change is due to maintenance
schedule) and other (When there are other reasons for the blade change). This info will be used to detect
which blade observations should be considered for the training/re-training of the models. At a first stage,
if no information regarding the blade change info is given, all the cases will be considered as EOL. Later,
once the feedback system is operating, this information will be filled by the maintenance craftsmen. This
information is already provided by CONTI.
b) Current model: In comparison to the reliability model, current will be estimated from cuts (instead of from
blades). Current measurements will be directly obtained from the sensors already installed at Continental
facilities. The information is already being collected.
Degradation can be inferred from the reliability model and, regarding the other faults, the different
operator logs will need to be parsed and homogenised (if there are any available).
c) Vision model: The vision model will work similarly to the current model, having an observation per each
cut the cutter does. Images need to be labelled somehow, that is, someone needs to define which cut
images represent good cuts and which does not. Additionally, it is necessary to define which will be the
output of the model and bear it in mind during the labelling process: only good/bad cut, a region
surrounding the extra or missing tread, etc.
In this case the acquisition system is still not operating (to be part of task 2.1 activities) so these datasets
are still not existing
d) Feedback system: Currently, maintenance craftsmen log the blade changes carried out with dates and
other codes, ideally, this logging system will be extended to include information relevant for the retraining
of the algorithms without increasing the time and effort carried out by craftsmen when logging.
•

In particular, these are additional data sources that impact the previous systems as follows:
Usage model: As currently done during normal production conditions, craftsmen will need to provide a
detailed log of when blades are changed. Additionally, they will mark either of the following options:
- Blade end of life: The blade is changed because it was not cutting correctly.
- Scheduled: The blade is changed following a maintenance schedule.
- Others: Other reason for changing the blade.
This reporting is carried out for auditability purposes and allows the maintenance manager to compare
the wear values estimated by the algorithms with the real values. In addition, the cases marked as blade
end of life will be used to retrain the reliability model, so that it improves its accuracy for wear estimation.
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•

Current model and vision system: For the case of monitoring algorithms (current, and vision system)
managers will be able to request craftsmen to check the blade system based on the recommendation of
the algorithms (such as too low tread quality or excess current consumption). If craftsmen detect the
model is providing invalid suggestions, they will notify it in their logs. It will be the manager’s duty to
retrain the algorithms by selecting the timespan where the models have provided invalid outputs; after,
labelling the wrong records with the proper labelling (Example: Marking the correct shape of the cut); and,
lastly, sending these records to server to allow retraining.

Addressing ethical considerations
Following the advice provided by the ethics team, the following aspects are also considered, additional to the
requirements:
•

•

•
-

-

•

ETHICS 1 (5)- General AI/Operator interaction: When visual management system is integrated, clarify
operator’s responsibility. The need of visual management system is finally discarded, as managers will be
in charge of requesting blade changes based on the support of the AI.
ETHICS 2 (2)- AI Errors handling: Define a protocol for AI incorrect behaviour handling. The feedback
system will be developed to assist on providing feedback over the performance of the AI, so that the AI
can be adjusted if needed and requested.
ETHICS 4 (6) (4) (1)- Facilitate interaction/engagement with AI system:
Ensure proper integration of visual management system (readable, accessible, etc.) There will be a
specific task ensuring the proper installation and adoption of the HMI.
Include operator blade adjustment into the data. Additionally, use it to train operators if possible. This
suggestion has been disregarded: Even if currently operators tend to manipulate cutter settings, it should
be avoided in the future (as per CONTIs request). For that reason, blade settings will not be considered.
Define reach of the AI + Staged implementation: Models will be introduced in the production
environment in a staged way. Initially some training will be provided to craftsmen and manager.
Additionally, at the first stages of the adoption of the IA, operators will be expected to have an almost full
supervision over the models. With the help of the feedback systems and other tunings the models might
need, they will be granted greater autonomy by the operators, bearing in mind that operator will always
have the last word.
ETHICS 3 (3)- Identify & minimise additional workload: Reduce operator overhead by using visual HMI
(as a traffic light). Consider it over predictive maintenance. Predictive maintenance approach will be
based on the reliability model. Instead of seeking to interact with the operator, as it might be less accurate
than the other on-line models, it will be provided to maintenance managers. The aim of providing this tool
to managers is to approximate when the blades might need to be changed so that, if maintenance
stoppages are planned for other reasons, they can be used to change the blade if it is close enough to the
end of life.
4.3.3. High level design

Input and output parameters for demonstrator execution
The following table summarizes the inputs and outputs that the models will need for their correct operation:
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Table 8: Input and output parameters for the models/systems developed for Conti-5 use case

Essentially, maintenance managers will be the final users of the algorithms and systems. But they will rely on
the feedback system, used by maintenance craftsmen, that will provide feedback to the recommendations
provided by the AI.
Use case diagram
The interactions of the stakeholders with the solution can be defined as follows

Figure 25: CONTI 5 UC diagram

Sequence diagrams
* Notify breakdown
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Figure 26: Notify breakdown sequence diagram.

* Check Blade prognostics

Figure 27: Check blade prognostics sequence diagram.

* Estimate blade degradation

Figure 28: Estimate blade degradation sequence diagram.
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The sensors installed in the blade cutting system allow to send the information to the cloud. So that it can be
processed.

Figure 29: Schema of sensors installed on the cutting system.

Essentially, ‘on event’ models, hosted on the cloud, are combined to provide the degradation estimation
related to blade wear and cut quality indications, without directly observing the cutter condition, and using
advanced interfaces to warn maintenance crew about undesired behaviours.
In addition, the reliability model can be used with scheduling purposes. This ‘on demand’ use can be triggered
by maintenance managers for the planification of schedules to avoid undesired blade changes by using other
planned stoppages to change the blade before it reaches the end of its life.
The models that operate ‘on event’ employ sensor inputs (current/image) to provide estimations once the
necessary input is given. Note that the current model also employs the estimated reliability as an input.

* Schedule blade maintenance

Figure 30: Schedule blade maintenance sequence diagram.

The outputs of the models are then presented to the maintenance manager by means of an AI taking
advantage of the explainability capacities to add interpretability. The manager can use the indications
provided by the models in order to determine whether the blade needs to be changed or not.
Manager will be provided with an HMI to improve their decision making. This HMI will reflect the health of the
blade as well as the goodness of the cuts providing means for a better decision making.
Model suggestions will be backed by their explainability. That is, models will be developed following
explainable design techniques so that Manager is granted a “why” beyond the “what”.
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Figure 31: Models assisting maintenance manager

* Retrain models

Figure 32: Retrain model sequence diagram.

The craftsmen will use the feedback system that extends current logging procedure. This feedback system
serves a double purpose. Firstly, it provides the chance to let the AI know when it has provided wrong
estimations/suggestions. And, at the same time, the AI is improved with the feedback by re-training them:
When the model provides bad estimations, they will provide feedback to the system, so that the models can
be retrained and reinforced in their learning. This re-training will apply to the three models.
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Figure 33: Maintenance Manager using feedback system to improve models.

In this way human and AI coexist and augment each other. Manager gains trust over the AI as it gets better in
the suggestions and the AI improves with the help and supervision of the craftsmen.
Technologies and link to WPs
Several work packages of AI-PROFICIENT are linked to this use case. Currently, at least the following ones have
been identified. But this list might change (include more or reduce) as the project progresses:
WP 2 Work package 2 deals with the edge system. This UC attempts to provide maintenance managers means
to identify the wear of the blade at cloud level. However, part of the computation is carried out on the edge,
at machine level.
•

•

•

•

T2.1 – IIoT environment deployment and set-up: Given that some sensors need to be installed and their
information sent to the servers for further processing and development of models, this task is key in this
UC.
T2.2 – Component level data acquisition and pre-processing: Since some of the involved technologies
include vision and current, the sensors installed will need of signal processing techniques to be brought to
the edge to reduce the amount of data captured and provide answers efficiently.
T2.3 – Self-diagnostics and production process anomaly detection: The models will provide a diagnostic
value of the health state of the blades which will be based on the wear model plus the current sensor
inputs.
T2.4 – Self-prognostics and component operating condition estimation: The usage model will need to be
complemented by the inclusion of real operating conditions of the system, which will be based on the
current and vision systems developed in this task.

WP3: As the models developed are used at a higher level to leverage the planning and scheduling of blade
changes, cloud computation related tasks are very present in this UC.
•

•
•

T3.1 – Hybrid models of production processes and digital twins: The development of the wear/usage
model, core of this UC, will take place in this task. This model will be later used by many of the tasks
involved in this UC.
T3.2 – Predictive AI analytics for production quality assurance: Reliability model, a data-based model,
will be used to provide predictions of the possible evolutions of the blade health.
T3.3 – Proactive maintenance strategies at system/line level & T3.5 – Future scenario based decisionmaking and lifelong self-learning: These tasks involve scheduling and decision making, which is one of the
aims of the reliability model. As, besides its capability to estimate the degradation at real time, it can be
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used for making future estimations of how the blade will wear according to the recipes that need to be
cut.
WP4: WP4 deals with the analysis and the identification of effective means for human-machine interaction.
For this UC in particular, the following tasks might be of relevance in the development the final solution.
•

•
•

T4.1 – Human feedback mechanisms for AI reinforcement learning: As mentioned above, AI-PROFICIENT
wants to include the operator in the production loop for the sake of an improved human-machine
interaction. For that purpose, this task aims to provide mechanisms of interaction with the AI so that it
can be improved.
T4.2 – Role-specific human-machine interfaces and data visualization: This use case will require the
development of HMIs for data visualization.
T4.4 – Explainable and transparent AI decision making: For the sake of a more reliable use of AI and
greater involvement of operators, the AI systems will be designed adopting the cutting edge explainability
techniques. This way decision will be easier to understand, trust or confront if the operators need to do
so.

Expected partners participations are shown in the chart below.

Figure 34 – High-level chart of the engaged tasks at CONTI-UC5
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4.4. CONTI-7 UC Specification: Tread alignment
4.4.1. UC description
The tread when cut needs to be packed on trolleys to go to the next machine for tire building. All of this is
made automatically on the packing unit of the machine.
The packing unit is made of multiple belts and the wear of some of them can create misalignment on the
trolley. As the treads are managed via robots on the next steps the alignment needs to be perfect.

Good Alignment

Packing Unit Belts

Figure 35: Left) Photo of well-packed treads – Right) Photo of the packing unit belts

Global objective 1: Understand, monitor and detect deviation of the alignment (positioning) of the treads on
the tray cassettes (leafs).
Global objective 2: Monitor and detect deviation of the tread motion along the cross-feeder belt system.
A closer look to the layout helps to a better understanding of the specifics of the thread packing station:

Figure 36: Top view of tread packing station layout
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The tire treads are fed along a roller belt (1) and then are grabbed by multiple belts on a cross feeder (2) and
fed to the loader (3) where they are raised to the correct height for packing into a tray (4) containing 30
cassettes (leafs). Two to four treads are packed per tray leaf. Due to variations in the process and particularly
the wear condition of the belts it can happen that the treads are not correctly placed onto the leaf. If the
treads are positioned on the leaf but this is done incorrectly, then the tray cannot be robotically unloaded,
and it has to be done manually. If the treads are not positioned on the leaf at all, further action may have to
be taken in the packing station. The operator is currently stationed roughly in front of the belt cross feeder
(5).
We need to detect the correctness of the tread positioning (alignment) on the leafs of the output tray (4) for
tracking positioning quality variation (shorter timescale adjustments and longer timescale maintenance) and
possibly for alarm purposes (alerting the operator, marking a tray as incorrectly packed).
We also need to track the motion of the tread along the belt cross feeder (2) for belt speed adjustment
purposes (shorter timescale interventions) and for guiding machine maintenance (longer timescale).
A 3D drawing of the tread packing station was prepared where the drawing was simplified by showing the
bounding boxes of the station major components and the areas of measurement. Different views of this
drawing, including proposed positions for measurement sensors and cameras are shown in Figure below.
The tray is shown with the loading arm and sensors at the topmost leaf position.

Figure 37: 3D views of the tread packing station

Gap Analysis
In the current system some of the carts reach the unpacking station incorrectly packed, robotic unloading fails
and they have to be unpacked manually. It is not known whether the carts have been correctly packed until
an attempt is made to unpack them.
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In the current system the wear of the transfer belts leads to transfer position drift, which must be corrected
by the maintenance personnel adjusting or replacing transfer belts based on prior experience. There is no
system indicator supporting the detection of this drift and suggesting corrective actions.
The target is to guarantee that the trays are packed within the tolerances required for correct robotic
unloading of the trays in following stations (KPI: TBM robot usage), to ensure that the tread transfer and
packing process is within such tolerances; that the tread quality is not affected (KPI: Tread quality); and to
detect impeding drift of the packing process outside nominal operation (indicating need for adjustments) and
longer term drift (indicating need for maintenance) reducing unplanned adjustments and maintenance (KPI:
Breakdown rate). Currently this task is just monitored by operator, and most of the time variations are
detected when it is too late.
The expected AI outcome is to detect slow deviations to avoid tread packing quality issues through AI managed
vision sensor measurement, thus preventing low unpacking robot utilization (increasing efficiency) and giving
predictive maintenance advice to the plant personnel.
A complementary outcome is to use tolerancing (traditional or AI based) to increase unpacking efficiency even
under suboptimal packing station operation by selectively marking carts for manual unloading already at
packing time.
In particular, this implies the following actions:
•

The vision system (with possible AI augmentation) must detect correct alignment of the treads on the tray
and report the number of threads packed, the distances from the tray edges and the gaps between the
treads. The tray leaf optical characteristics can vary. The treads are black.

•

The vision system with AI augmentation must detect deviation of the tread motion on the cross-feeder
belt system and suggest to maintenance which driving belts are not behaving nominally.
• AI must alarm operators (and possibly the plant management system) if the tray leaf is not correctly
packed.
In short, this UC represents a complex vision application where the use of AI technologies seems critical to
achieve the expected outcomes and can be applied to other scenarios such as detecting the position of variable
geometry flexible objects (such as the treads being detected in this use case) for which the industry standard
rigid body assumption is not applicable. These scenarios commonly arise in logistics applications such as bin
picking of various types of soft packages.
Stakeholders
Main stakeholders that are involved in this UC are the following:
Role ID

Name

UC duty

STKH_1-OP

Operator

STKH_2-MC

Maintenance craftsmen

STKH_3-MM

Maintenance manager

Operates the packing station and receives immediate alerts
from the UC system
Performs maintenance on the packing station such as belt
adjustment and replacement. Uses UC output to target
components for adjustment/replacement.
Has overall responsibility for packing station maintenance and
availability. Uses UC output to schedule maintenance
proactively and decide between adjustment and replacement
for targeted components.
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STKH_4-PM

Production Manager

Uses alert history output from the UC to manage the efficiency
of the tread packing and unpacking overall procedure on a multi
station basis.

Table 9: Stakeholders related to Conti-7 use case

4.4.2. Proposed solution
As there is no historical data available, we need to create an installation and collect image data and convert
them to position measurements.
We will be using optical sensors to measure the alignment (position) of the treads on the leaf tray and on the
cross-feeder belts.
We will (at least initially) store the sensor images on a local disk. These will be transferred out manually.
We will store (initially in a local relational database and by sending in JSON format) the positions of the treads
on the tray leaf, tagged by timestamp and (tray ID, leaf ID).
We will store (initially in a local relational database and by sending in JSON format) the positions of the treads
at specific time intervals on the cross-feeder belt, tagged by timestamp. The start of the imaging and
measurement sequence will be via photocell.
We will use traditional threshold-based detection of incorrect positioning as a baseline.
We will attempt the use of an AI based approach for improving the false positive and false negative abnormal
position detection rates.
We will attempt the use of an AI based approach for generating maintenance suggestions.
Measurement of the tray leafs
To measure the positions (alignment) of the treads on the tray leaf we will use a combination of two 3D profile
sensors and a 2D camera.
Shown in Figure below are the positions of the sensors for measuring on the leaf, including the fields of view
of the profile sensors. The field of view of the 2D camera can be adjusted by selecting a lens with a different
focal length.
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Figure 38: Measurement on the tray leaf, top and bottom leaf positions

The profile sensors are much less sensitive to environmental lighting conditions and will be used to measure
the profile of the treads as they are positioned on the leafs. The profile will be measured at two positions
along the length of the treads selected so that the shortest treads will be measurable. This measurement will
include the number of treads, the position of the first tread with respect to the long edge of the leaf (at two
points), the distances between the successive treads (at two points) and the widths of the threads (again at
two points). Derived information includes the azimuthal angle of each tread on the leaf.
Note: It is possible to extract additional information from the profiles such as the thickness of the profile along
the tread width (profilometry), with some error due to the angled position of the profile sensors.
The 2D camera will be used to measure the position of the treads with respect to the short edge of the leaf.
This is a less accurate and more noisy measurement but will measure all along the short side (width) of the
tread.
The information from the 3 measurement sensors can/will be combined to generate more general indicators
of tread alignment.
As shown in the drawing the sensors are placed on the moving loader arm so that the imaging field of view
and standoff distances are (approximately) the same for all the tray leafs, irrespective of which leaf is being
imaged. As the profile sensor measurements are relative with respect to the leaf long edge and the sensors
are calibrated in 3D and the measurement scale does not depend on standoff, their measurements can be (if
needed) used to recalibrate on the fly the measurements of the 2D camera.
Measurement on the cross-feeder belts

Figure 39: Measurement on the belt cross feeder
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The cross feeder is shown in Figure above as a side view and in 3D. The sensor measuring on the cross-feeder
belts is a top down 2D camera. Initially only one camera is envisioned as if it works it will simplify construction.
However, part of the cross-feeder belts is on a structure that has variable inclination (red/dark rectangle in
side view) and therefore standoff with respect to the top down camera. This will be compensated by taking
into account which leaf is being currently loaded and therefore the current position of the variable inclination
belt segment. If this strategy proves inadequate, then a second camera could be added on a frame attached
to the variable inclination part of the cross feeder with added construction difficulty.
Analysis of the data
Analysis of the data is not possible before a minimal set of images and measurements has been obtained.
Given a set of images we may need to manually label good and bad images for the major alarm use cases, i.e.
total lack of expected tread. The first set of images should have approximately 100 “good” images from normal
production and about 20 “bad” images constructed by artificially introducing major packing errors. We will
then manually specify threshold for the baseline detection algorithms. We can then collect data for fine tuning
and deviation analysis-based functionality.
As the baseline algorithm (not AI) is now running, we can collect sets of “bad” images from production. By
temporarily specifying a too strict acceptance threshold for the baseline detector we will get a larger set of
images that have been machine labelled as “bad” for the major alarm use cases. A large number of them are
expected to be false positives. Inspecting them manually on the disk and deleting the false positives takes
approximately 5 sec per image on a fast disk. The total effort to get a large sample of bad images (it can be
assumed that we will have a much larger sample of good images) by inspecting at least 2000 machined labelled
bad images should not exceed a person day. Of course, this depends on the actual ratio of false positives to
machine labelled positives – the initial assumption is about 0.5 (in order to get about 1000 bad images).
However, it may be the case that “bad” images are so rare that we cannot collect 200 images to inspect within
a reasonable amount of calendar time. The labelling will be performed off-line by the machine learning
algorithm developer – no particular skills are required for detecting the total absence of treads.
The AI based processing of the data will follow, targeting the three KPIs:
1- TBM Robot use
•

We will use the measurements on the leaf to identify correctly packed leafs.

•

We will use trend data on the tread alignment on the leafs to identify impeding loss of tolerance
compliance that will lead to manual unpacking.

•

We will use trend analysis on the cross feeder to identify belts that need to be adjusted or are worn
and need to be replaced.
2- Tread quality
•

We will use the measurements on the leaf to track tread quality as positioned on the leaf.

•

We will analyse the secondary profilometric measurements on the leaf for detecting deformation of
the tread.
3- Breakdown rate
•

We will use trend analysis on the cross feeder to identify belts that are worn and need to be replaced.

•

We will use trend analysis on the leaf to identify the onset of drift on the loader arm and suggest to
the maintainer the need to inspect and possibly repair.

Anomaly detection model
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Two anomaly detection model types are proposed:
• a baseline based on thresholds.
• a non-linear classifier (SVM or deep NN) trained via manually labelled training sets or via
autocorrelation based unsupervised NNs.
The purpose of these models is to raise alarms, for immediate action or for informing follow-on steps, i.e. tray
unloading.
Prognostic model
The prognostic model aims to predict Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of components, i.e. the time remaining
before the failure of the component. In this UC, if enough data are available, we will build a prognostic model
that will predict the time when a belt needs replacement.
Required datasets for solution development
The dataset is a combination of existing and new data sources.
On the one hand a new vision system is needed, and these vision measurements will provide the alignment,
and X, Y coordinates of the thread set, and possibly (if they can be measured) the speeds of the different belt
groups on the cross loader and the power consumption of the belt drive. The timing of the tread packing must
be modified to allow for image grabbing as the current packing timing hides the tray before the unloading has
been finished as the nest tray starts being lowered before the unloading has finished. This will introduce a
cycle time penalty. CONTI has researched the issue and believe that this penalty is acceptable and is not
expected to affect line throughput. The PLC will need to be appropriately reprogrammed.
On the other hand, we need specific information from the use case provider: The positions of the treads on
the leaf depend on the nominal number of treads that is to be loaded on the leaf and the width and length of
the particular tread model. To be able to compare with the correct nominal values the packing station
automation must inform the vision system with the number of treads being packed per leaf and the tread
model being loaded (dimensional information of the tread model, i.e., width and length). If we use
profilometric information to check tread quality, then information about the nominal profile should also be
made available to the vision system and AI.
This information should be stored as part of the dataset (measurements and images) so that effective
measurement and prediction are possible, and it is an additional complexity (difficulty) that we should plan
for. The measurement result length (number of measurement components) is also not of a fixed size as it
varies with the number of treads on the leaf (2 to 4).
The nominal product information will need to be collected and stored in the packing station database and
associated with the product identifier. The product identifier is the particular product being produced at a
given time and must be obtained via the connection to the packing station PLC.
Addressing ethical considerations
•

ETHICS 1 (1), (3)- General AI/Operator interaction

-

Choice of approaches AI vs. statistical process control. Clarify what is the interaction with operators - :
AI based approach for generating maintenance suggestions will be used instead of statistical process
control.
Statistical process control will be the baseline against the performance of which the AI approach will be
evaluated. Depending on the outcome a hybrid approach could be implemented to give the maintenance
personnel and operator more information to make decisions as the system is designed as human in command.
- Recommendation to clarify scope of human-in-command role (including who has this role)
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The operator remains in command for handling immediate alarms, and the maintenance personnel for
handling drift type alarms.
•

ETHICS 2 (2)- AI Errors handling: Recommendation to establish error protocol. This remains unaddressed
at level of Task 1.3.
The machine is an information source at the pre-AI level and an advisor at the AI level. All alarms are advisory
alarms (warnings, informative) and not production stop alarms.
If technically efficient we will try to provide an informative message to the correct destination in the TBM area
that a given tray is potentially incorrectly packed. For every trolley that is found to be unloadable by robotic
means we will record the fact and if possible additional information such as the leaf number that are
incorrectly packed. This set of actually unloadable trays will be correlated with the measurements (and
possibly images) of the set of trolleys that were detected as incorrectly packed by the vision system.
Differences between the two sets above will be used to improve the system.
•

ETHICS 3 (4)- Identify & minimise additional workload: Clarify if there is an extra check of AI outcomes.
It appears to be implied that the operator will depend completely on the alarm (or depend upon it after it
is proven reliable in a trial period), instead of manually checking tread alignment, but this is not clear.
Currently the operator does not constantly check the layout on the leaf. The operator is expected to continue
not checking every single leaf and depend mostly on the alarm for total (rather that periodic) checking of the
tray packing result. The operator has the belt cross within his field of view when at his station but may have
other activities to attend to, i.e., the operator does not constantly check the belts. The alarms from the belt
area are not addressed to the operator but to maintenance with the exception of a significant (critical)
threshold violation. In every case the operator is advised by the AI and not obliged to follow its suggestions
and retains primary responsibility for periodically (sample based) checking of the machine condition and
overall packing quality. He will be assisted in this by tread data on the alignment measurements.
4.4.3. High level design
Input and output parameters for demonstrator execution
Model/system

Input(s)

Output(s)

Execution

Final User

Anomaly detection
module

Process
measurements
and nominal
values

Detected leaf or
position out of
“generalized
tolerance”

On event

Operators,
Production
Manager,

Drift detection module

Process
measurements
and nominal
values

Detection of process
drift

On manager
request

Maintenance
Manager

Images from
sensors

Tread position
measurements

Imaging and
measurement module

Process triggers
from PLC and
standalone
position sensors
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Action proposer module

Process
measurements
and nominal
values

Proposed
maintenance actions

On manager
request

Maintenance
Manager,
Production
Manager

Status, anomaly, drift
and proposed actions
to managers

On manager
query

Production
Manager,
Maintenance
Manager

Status information to
operators

On event

Operators

Process drift
Manager HMI modules

Anomaly
detection module
Drift detection
module

Operator HMI modules

Tread position
measurements
Anomaly
detection module
outputs

The output parameters delivered by the solution will be of 2 kinds:
•
•

Anomaly detection models will provide an “alarm”, i.e. a variable that will be set to 1, when an off nominal
situation is detected.
Prognostic models will provide either the RUL, in the sense defined earlier, or the KPI’s trajectory. The
selected kind of output will be selected depending on the models’ performance.

The exact inputs of both models, i.e., anomaly detection and prognostic models, are not known yet. They
will be defined by the first step of data analysis conducted.
Use case diagram
The interactions of the stakeholders with the solution can be defined as follows
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Figure 40: CONTI7 UC diagram

The main users are Combiline operator that drives the Combiline and the maintenance personnel. We will
provide 2 kinds of output that will be of interest for the operator:
•
•

•

Anomaly detection models will notify “alarms”, i.e. variables that will be set to 1, when not nominal
conditions are detected. The alarms addressed to maintenance will be complemented where feasible with
indicators of possible sources of deviation (drifts), e.g. which belt or belt group is suspect.
The system must include an adjustment mechanism for the alarm thresholds. The missing tread alarm
should inform the operator that a tread is potentially missing from the leaf and is an informative message
for the operator (no action expected) and can be switched off. This message that can be forwarded to the
TBM area for their action, i.e. prepare to at least partially unload the tray manually – this is also an
informative message. The off nominal alarm threshold for the operator alarm must also be adjustable to
keep the cognitive load of the operator low and only raise the alarm when a critical threshold has been
reached. Maintenance will get an informative message when a stricter tolerance threshold is violated.
Prognostic model will provide either the RUL, in the sense defined earlier, or the KPI’s trajectory.

Operators are expected to consider the alarm and maintenance personnel the RUL provided by the system
and to carry out the actions that they consider appropriate. The alarm does not need to be constantly
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monitored and does not stop production. When the operator notices the alarm she/he should perform a quick
visual check and see that there is no major obvious fault in the machine and clear the alarm. That is, the
anomaly detection and the prognostic information are provided as guidelines, not as strict orders.
Sequence diagrams
* Notify alarm

Figure 41: Notify alarm sequence diagram.

*Query cart packing

Figure 42: Query cart packing sequence diagram.

*Detect tread transfer drift
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Figure 43: Detect tread transfer drift sequence diagram.

*Detect tread packing drift

Figure 44: Detect tread packing drift sequence diagram.

*Check cart packing
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Figure 45: Check cart packing sequence diagram.

*Check tray packing

Figure 46: Check tray packing sequence diagram.

*Check packing station prognosis
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Figure 47: Check packing station prognosis sequence diagram.

Technologies and links to WP
WP2 – Work package 2 deals with the edge system. This UC attempts to provide services at the edge in relation
to components.
•

T2.1 – IioT environment deployment and set-up: The machine vision software is being extended to
support MQTT 5.0. It will be possible to post the measurements encoded as JSON messages to an MQTT
broker. The measurements results will also be locally stored in a relational database and the images will
be locally stored as files.
Work on defining mechanisms for collecting the data from the MQTT broker and transferring the images
from the edge to the cloud is ongoing.

•

T2.2 – Component level data acquisition and pre-processing: A hardware and software system is being
designed to address the measurement requirements of the use case. Additional facilities are being
implemented to support blackboards over a Web interface that include system alarms.

•

T2.3 – Self-diagnostics and production process anomaly detection & T2.4 – Self- prognostics and
component operating condition estimation: The system will require implementation of related
functionality for measurement and detection of anomalies, including a baseline statistical process control
implementation for comparison (T2.3) and a more advanced AI approach for increased performance and
benefit. Supporting the maintenance function entails using the measurements over time as input to a
prognostics module (implemented as part of T2.4).

WP3 – As the use case is in-between component and system level, it will be required also tasks from WP3.
•

T3.3 – Proactive maintenance strategies at system/line level: The system interacts with the follow on
TBM stations (eight in number). It will make available status information (good/not good) and per tray
measurement information which can be subscribed to by the follow on TBM stations. The process
improvement and error reduction strategy for the system implemented in the use case, requires feedback
from the TBM stations, i.e. information about which trays were actually wrongly packed (and on which
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tray). This will enable improvement of the deviation detection system itself and allow adaptation to long
term changes in the line behaviour. At the system level, the intent is to provide specific information of
where to look for problems and suggestions for proactive component replacement (belts of cross feeder)
due to presumed wear.
WP4 – deals with the analysis the identification of effective means for human-machine interaction. For this
UC in particular, the following tasks might be of relevance in the development the final solution.
•

T4.1 – Human feedback mechanisms for AI reinforcement learning: It is not initially expected to use AI
reinforcement learning in this UC. We plan to track the developments in T4.1 and if we find an opportunity
to apply the results of the task we will consider it in the later stages of the project.

•

T4.2 – Role-specific human-machine interfaces and data visualization & T4.3 – Extended reality and
conversational interfaces for shop floor assistance: The UC has operator specific interfaces to address
immediate alarm issues and maintenance specific interfaces to address deviation detection issues. The
alarm issues will be mostly handled as part of WP2. The longer timescale analysis features addressing
maintenance should be partly handled as part of T4.2 We do not currently plan for a conversational or ER
interface as part of T4.3.

Additional to the current flowchart, UL will participate in this use case as part of T2.3, T2.4, T3.2 and T3.3 once
data is available for establishing the models of anomaly detection, prognostics and maintenance decision
making.

Figure 48 – High-level chart of the engaged tasks at CONTI-7
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4.5. CONTI-10 UC Specification: Quality analysis tool
4.5.1. UC description
Along the production line, three operators are engaged (one in the feeding area, one in booking area and a
captain one, carrying out various actions at the central part of the line). Quality check is part of the captain’s
and the booking area operator’s duty, each one of them taking care of different subsets of product
characteristics. During production process, occasional product deviations out of the desired scope are
inevitable and, when it happens, the operator in charge of that product characteristic, in consultation with
quality manager, takes actions. By that, various interventions are meant, depending on the deviation
magnitude, from making changes in several control parameters, to even production stoppage. Usually, those
actions are not straightforward, and the quality team is obliged to manually compare all the parameters along
the whole process line, influencing factors in general, in order to identify what caused the issue. As the forms
of deviations that occur are numerous, and the influencing factors, even more numerous, it is clear how timeconsuming this task could be. The main aim of use case 10 is to automate this process of investigating the
causes of quality deviations. In that way, support to the quality manager will be provided, in form of a quality
analysis tool, and, consequently, the process of solving the issue will be accelerated. The plan is to go a step
further and bring an assurance aspect in the tool (to be “Quality analysis and assurance tool”), including the
decision support features in the system, about which more detail in following.
Problem statement
The depicted table below, Figure 49, illustrates pilot site team knowledge regarding potential cause-effect
relations and will be a great initial point to take up the UC activities.
Basically, different quality metrics (length, weight, profile thickness, wings deformation level, etc.) are affected
by different process variables, machine settings, breakdowns, and certain operators’ decisions. As depicted in
the table above, some conclusions related to potential causes of some product characteristic deviations, are
already performed by the pilot site team.
Still, some of those factors are stochastic causes and, such that, not possible to be recorded, or, they could be
just correlated with the deviation happening, but not directly causing the issue. Consequently, the research
will cover those quality metrics, which recordings are available within the historical dataset and could be linked
in time with process parameters. The same applies for process parameters, which could be taken in the
analysis if they are recorded and controllable, as well. Regardless, consideration of those influential factors
which are detectable from historical dataset and treatable, can bring significant improvement.
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Figure 49 – Product characteristics reflecting quality and their influential factors

Figure 50 – Combiline – the tread production process (UC10 as the system-level use case)

Gap Analysis
Various forms of process control and quality assurance techniques, including statistical process control, runby-run, adaptive control, and even, real-time feedback control, are present today. However, the robustness
of an expert system engaged in a big-scale production process is challenging to be guaranteed. The proposed
solution, that follows, introduces the cocreation of good traditional modelling and control concepts on one
side, and SoA deep-learning and self-learning concepts on the other, boosted with explainability and flexibility,
which is a key point for achieving the trust of the user. Namely, he/she will help adapt and make the most of
the final AI solution and, consequently, contribute to long-standing and reliable usage of a decision support
system.
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At this moment, there is no such tool that analyses potential influences on final quality in Combiline, Figure
50. Even though there are other techniques (e.g. statistics) that help in the similar quality analysis along a
production line, the variety of product quality metrics and process parameters prevents a successful and timeefficient approach. That's why the combined AI technologies are required to allow for automated learning of
potential cause-effects. Under envisioned solution, assumed are: early anomaly detection, root cause
identification, and generative process optimization, assisted by predictive surrogate models of system
responses (product characteristics indicating production quality).
The final advantage of the expected outcome is obvious – a Quality analysis tool will facilitate operator’s and
quality manager’s work and reduce scrap rate, in the long run. Going beyond the scope of the pure Cause
analysis tool, making it intelligent in the way to be capable of suggesting future actions in order to avoid
undesired operating conditions, the final objective of reduced scrap rate will be achieved. Generated
suggestions could reduce the set of possible actions the operator would usually consider and thus save his/her
time.
Finally, this use case has a high replicability in other manufacturing scenarios where similar analysis of product
quality vs. manufacturing conditions can be expected. These scenarios are usually linked to the information
related to Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) or Manufacturing Execution Systems (MES) platforms, where
the tool set associated to these platforms is usually limited. This use case will show the way an extended set
of AI tools can improve solution outcomes beyond more traditional (i.e. statistical) approaches.
Stakeholders
Main stakeholders that are involved in this UC are the following:
Role ID

Name

UC duty

STKH_1-OP

Operator

STKH_3-QM

Quality Manager

Tackles deviations in product characteristics, by adapting control
parameters or, even, production stoppage, and notifies the
quality manager of existing issues. In presence of the tool to be
developed, will consult the tool outcomes and, optionally, will
leave, feedback regarding recommendations.
Makes sure that production process meets standards and in case
of quality deviations manually compares process parameters, to
conclude the potential cause. In presence of the tool to be
developed, will consult and review the tool outcomes and,
optionally, will leave, feedback regarding recommendations.
Table 10: Stakeholders related to Conti-10 use case

4.5.2. Proposed solution
As previously stated, among numerous control parameters, generally influencing factors, some subset of them
mainly affects the quality of the final product (precisely, tread quality) and work on the UC10 will include:
Data quality evaluation and pre-processing
Early phases of the use case-related work will imply applying different analytical components, used for
evaluation, improvement, and exploration of collected data. Historical data pre-processing and testing
sensitivity of signals in low quality, Figure 51, those associated with product characteristics out of desired
range, will be the very first step.
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Figure 51 – Diagram of the Information flow to obtain the final dataset to be analysed (1)

Performing experiments and analysing in that way obtained data set
Clearly, not all the patterns will be visible from the historical data. Therefore, performing specially designed
experiments will be needed. Basically, different combinations of measurable control parameters have to be
applied in a well-designed time sequence, and information about caused product characteristics stored, Figure
52.
The main objective of data pre-processing, both historical and experimental, is to study the correlations and
cause-effect relationships among parameters and quality characteristics.

Figure 52 – Diagram of the Information flow to obtain the final dataset to be analysed (2)

Correlation analysis and features extraction
Approaches are numerous and within the UC, several techniques will be examined in order to extract the most
influential parameters, factors in general, affecting each product characteristic (which defines its quality), from
those simple, interpretable models and easily transferable to rules, to the Causality Hypothesis Generation via
Neural Network Rate Convergence comparison, Figure 53.
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Figure 53 – Causality Hypothesis Generation via Neural Network Rate Convergence Comparison

The result of such a pre-processing unit could be integrated into the Root Cause Identification module explicitly
and/or used to generate Data-Driven surrogate models, which approximate the functional dependencies of
product characteristics, affecting parameters and time. Those models are especially interested in superior
optimization, where it is of utmost importance to reduce the dimensionality of search space. Additionally,
different techniques of data visual display will be considered, which will be challenging due to the multivariable
nature of the problem to be solved.
Early anomaly detection module
The use case will gladly consider outcomes of edge services, especially those focused on early anomaly
detection, Figure 54.

Figure 54 – Deployment of early anomaly detection

The tool will comprise not only the root cause identification, but it will go beyond the scope, providing the
operator with suggestions regarding the optimal settings of parameters (at least crucial, detected ones) by
means of multiple-alternative recommender, so that production of tread out of the desired specifications, is
maximally reduced, Figure 55. For those purposes, several alternatives will be offered for selection, as suboptimal solutions. The optimal number of alternatives will be defined during the development phase, and the
decision on that will be made according to the objective of the minimization of the operator’s cognitive load
and time needed for the review of those recommendations.
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Figure 55 – The analytical techniques foreseen within the proposed solution

Optimization engine
Namely, the idea is to bring holistic generative approach for improved production, Figure 55. It will combine
different AI techniques and multi-objective or single-objective optimization methods based on evolutionary
algorithms. The approach will differ depending on the availability of the process model or digital twin.
Optimization will be assisted by multivariate time-series clustering, in order to determine data patterns
leading to bad production.
The process modelling task is naturally connected with any kind of optimization platform taking into account
the benefits of the optimizer which is carried out upon predictive models. However, the chances are that
something like that won’t be conducted within this UC. In absence of it, surrogate modelling will be applied,
resulting in surrogate-assisted optimization. Namely, each product characteristic will be approximated as a
function of a certain number of the most influential factors, using historical and/or experimental data, and it
will represent system response to be optimized properly setting the influential factors.
Remark A: As it is known that within UC2, optimization will be deployed as well, and considering that a
significant number of issues could be inherited from the improper setting of that part of the system line –
extrusion subsystem, the question of those activities possible overlapping should be thoroughly considered.
Currently, it seems that those problems are decoupled in time, where UC2 dedicated optimization is primarily
focused on the transient regime, while UC10 optimization aims to improve quality in regular operating (steadystate regime), similar e.g. to UC3. Additionally, optimization criteria are different. Still, this issue has to be
thoroughly considered regarding their integration in a unique recommendation system, for the sake of
consistency.
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Remark B: Many-objective manufacturing problems such as this are challenging, by default. An alternative
solution is to parse the product characteristics into few meaningful units and perform analysis separately,
dividing the problem into few multi-objective subproblems.
Feedback system (Reinforcement learning concept)
Human feedback mechanisms consideration is crucial for bringing human-in-the-loop and human-in-command
concepts to life. Expert human knowledge could make the system robust and improve its performances in the
long run. In the concrete case of Quality analysis tool, AI models will be developed as an integral part of Root
Cause Identification module and/or of Optimization module that could be refined thanks to the feedback
branch, Figure 55. On the other side, the operator/ the quality team could benefit from a well-trained analysisassurance system such as this. Namely, such a system will provide the user with decision support and the
results of the algorithm will be afforded in an interpretable manner.
Still, in absence of the feedback, precisely the operator’s interaction with the system, the solution could be
realized as an autonomous tool, with the operator out of the structure, obtaining a human-on-the-loop
concept, which is a feasible solution, but quite deprived of the highest performances at the pure beginning.
Explainable and transparent AI models
Mentioned explainability and interpretability of the results provided by the AI is truly important for the
operator to achieve trust in the AI-based system. Namely, explainable AI enables the creation of standalone
solutions or it could interpret outputs of the independently developed models. The current point of view
includes explainable AI approach within the surrogate data-driven models of the product characteristics and
within the Root Cause Identification module while giving the estimation of the root cause of quality deviation
to the user, Figure 55.
Required datasets for solution development
Considering the compulsory information, for solution development are required:
1) Historical data with labelled those snapshots associated with characteristics out of range (and data points
mapping on the process diagram would be desirable) Historical dataset with samples for the period of
January 2021 – October 2021, had been already provided by Continental. Furthermore, technical partners’
requests, that followed, regarding introduction of additional data-points were accepted and the dataset
enriched. The data-points mapping was updated accordingly, as well.
2) More details regarding the process itself
Questions of this type (additional clarifications) will arise on the fly, and occasional consultation with the
pilot would be important and beneficial for development activities. In collaboration with pilot
representatives, certain doubts already clarified.
3) Specification of ranges of tolerance assigned to each product characteristic
If those characteristics differ product-to-product (actually, a specific type of product/ recipe), more
detailed data considering different types of products, needed as well. Alternatively, those ranges could be
approximated using the historical training data. Among the previously mentioned doubts, was the
question of the range of tolerance3 assigned to each product characteristic, which allowed for labelling of
the dataset, in terms of identifying the presence or absence of deviations in certain characteristics.
4) Data generated in experiments (experimental set), planned for design and execution

3

Weight: ± 3,5%; Width: ± 0,4 mm as stop limit and ± 0,3 mm as action limit; Thickness: ± 0,5 mm; Length: ± 10 mm
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Not all the control parameters will be varied, but just those stated as the preliminary most influential,
after pre-analysis based on historical data is completed. Proper design of experiment will ensure a limited
number of trials with maximized obtained information.
5) Quality of service – feedback system
To be able to test human in command concept, AI models will require, at least, operators’ and/or quality
managers’ tentative feedback, in the training phase. By user’s interaction with the tool, through a certain
mechanism, improper tool recommendations/suggestions could be reported, and, finally, those models
retrained (fine-tuned in the final scenario).
Addressing ethical considerations
While exposing the solution and mechanisms for human interaction with the AI system, general ethical
recommendations have been taken into account. By that, the following aspects are meant:
•

•

•
-

-

ETHICS 1 (1)- General AI/Operator interaction: Scenario development considering the human side of the
process: The considered use case has the product quality improvement and operator’s and quality
manager’s higher understanding of the root causes of quality deviations as the final aim. It is meant to be
a decision support system and takes the operator as a significant link in an overall chain. At the same time,
it will leave an option to the operator to stay restrained, if he/she is not able to interact with (provide
feedback to) the AI tool.
ETHICS 3 (4)- Identify & minimise additional workload: Consideration of operator’s workload caused by
AI system integration in the overall manufacturing process. The tool interface toward the user will be
realized in a way to make him/her not obliged to interact. The user will be allowed to consult the tool at
any time, but not forced to leave feedback. If he/she decides to do so, several choices will be offered for
selection, about which more in the section below, where the sequential diagrams and accompanying
explanation can give insight in this regard.
ETHICS 4 (2) (3)- Facilitate interaction/engagement with AI system:
Possibility of solution implementation in staged manner:
The approach of finding a solution will be gradually made complex and more comprehensive. Results of
collected data pre-processing will give a sense of how to tackle the problem, primarily considering the
apparently influential control settings, and expanding the set of influential factors to be tested. There is,
as well, a possibility to separate the set of factors into several categories and to solve the problem as the
compilation of several sub-problems, with the final aim of their summarizing. Finally, identified time scales
of different parts of the process will give a clearer insight into the staged implementation.
The operator will be gradually involved, with high respect to his/her understanding of the performed
experiments needed for thorough cause-effect relations analysis.
The ease of the operator interaction with proposed AI interfaces:
When it comes to these two tasks, the interfaces dedicated to the operator’s monitoring and control
capabilities over the AI operating will be made in accordance with already existing features of primal
automation units (i.e. HMI stations). Precisely, they will be made not to be redundant, but to provide the
operator with necessary information regarding the results of the AI services, understandable and
transparent, giving the sense to the operator where such a solution comes from.
There is a potential of including the natural interaction mechanism such as dialogue-based voice
interaction, which is surely facilitating conditions for the workers.
Throughout this design process, the pilot and the ethics team will be involved in order to meet the
requirements arising from different aspects of AI integration into a production process like this.
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4.5.3.

High level design

Input and output parameters for demonstrator execution
Proper operation of real-time optimization-based tool implies the requirement of being almost constantly fed
by data from the shop floor. Under “shop floor data”, it is assumed necessary and sufficient subset of machine
settings and readings from certain sensors. Still, it is too early to give a concrete specification of the parameters
needed for the tool operating.
Optional but beneficial would be to have real-time logs of product quality estimation, having in mind those
out of range. Precisely, logs of treads produced out of specification would contribute to fine-tuning of the AI
models engaged in tool structure (reinforcement learning concept, self-learning models).
Finally, the outcome of the feedback system is optional, as well. By that is meant to have the operator’s and
quality manager’s evaluation of provided root cause estimation and decision support – recommendations,
which are generated as the result of optimization.
Model/System Input(s)
Early Anomaly
Detection
Module
Root Cause
Identification
Module

Generative
Optimization
Engine

Execution

Final user

•

Process parameters

Detected anomaly

Continuous

Input for other
services

•
•

Process parameters
Output of the early anomaly
detection module

Detected cause of
product characteristic
deviation and
corresponding
explanation

Continuous

Operator

Process parameters
Output of the early anomaly
detection module
Output of the surrogate datadriven models
(optional) Operator’s/quality
manager’s feedback regarding
the estimated root cause
(optional) Operator’s/quality
manager’s feedback regarding
the suggestions from the
optimization engine (sets of
recommended control
parameters)

Sets of suboptimal
process control
parameters

Continuous

Output of the optimization
engine – sets of (sub)optimal
process control parameters
Process data

Prediction
of
the
product characteristics
values

Continuous

•
•
•
•

•

Surrogate Datadriven Models

Output(s)

•

•

Quality
manager
Input for other
services
Operator
Quality
manager

Generative
optimization
engine

Table 11: Input and output parameter for models/systems developed

In order to give a more detailed specification of the Quality analysis and assurance tool operating, the
following use case diagram and sequential diagrams have been created.
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Revision of root cause estimation, revision of control parameters recommendations, and final readjustment
of them, are to be performed by the users and represent three main functionalities of the tool, Figure 56.
Basically, the tool will be featured by continuous operating, while results will be displayed on the user demand,
made through the user interface (HMI). It relies on the solution structure, previously proposed, Figure 55, that
includes: the early anomaly detection (EAD) module, the optimization engine (OE), accompanied by surrogate
data-driven models (SDMs), and the root cause identification (RCI) module. For the purpose of giving an
explanation of the foreseen mechanism of their interaction, from the perspective of each service, there are
depicted dedicated sequential diagrams.
Finally, even though the tool will benefit from the user feedback regarding each of two kinds of results (root
cause estimation and control settings recommendations), such functionality is left to be optional. Accordingly,
the modules which will take into account the user feedback for the sake of retraining their algorithms (OE,
RCI), will comprise additional “reinforce” threads within their sequential diagrams, which is currently omitted,
due to the complexity of already depicted diagrams.
Use case diagram
The interactions of the stakeholders with the solution can be defined as follows

Figure 56: CONTI10 UC diagram
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Sequence diagrams

Figure 57. Revision of control parameters (settings) recommendations

Figure 58. Revision of estimated root cause(s)
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Figure 59. Adjustment of control parameters

Figure 60. Interaction of Early anomaly detection module with the rest of services within the tool
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Figure 61. Interaction of Optimization engine with the rest of services within the tool
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Figure 62. Interaction of Root cause identification module with the rest of services within the tool

Concerning the mentioned mechanism for providing support to user’s interaction with the tool, it can be
achieved, by means of an HMI, for instance. This interaction is bidirectional, implying:
-

decision support to the operator enriched by explainability, and
mechanisms for feedback obtaining.

Precisely, decision support is meant to be provided in form of multiple suggestions regarding machine settings,
a critical segment of the process to be specially monitored, etc., while feedback regarding recommendations
to the operator, could be estimated in two compliant ways:
-

user selection of one of the suboptimal set of parameters as an indicator of his/her agreement
user selection of “not accepted” option, as the indicator of opposite opinion that there is no appropriate
suggestion, derived from expert knowledge,
it is allowable not to provide a reaction, as well, it just won’t bring improvement in models performances.

Probably more suitable approach is to include natural interaction mechanisms such as dialogue-based voice
interaction, but it is still under consideration.
When it comes to the primal purpose of the tool – root cause identification, feedback could be collected
through the quality manager selection of the following scenarios:
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-

“Recommendation not correct; the cause is improper setting of __________(a drop-down menu will
appear with listed potential causes)”
“Recommendation not correct; but the cause still unknown to the operator and/or to the quality manager”
“Recommendation correct”

In order to reduce working overload, the selection feature, probably will be reduced to not include any typing,
just to require a choice of predefined options, including the “none of the above” choice. It is worth stressing
out that this interaction is desirable, but not completely compulsory after the AI models training phase is
completed.
Technologies and links to WP
This use case belongs to the class of covering use cases, given that it tends to look at the whole process line
and such that, aims to maximize the impact of the solution through the collaboration of different services,
intended to be developed, under the pilot site. Therefore, the solution workflow depends on the availability
of remaining services, developed within the whole pilot site. Namely, the considered use case probably would
benefit from the outcomes of services developed within the subordinate use cases. Precisely, UC10 could be
concatenated on UC2, UC3, UC5 both edge- and system-level platforms, and re-use the information generated
in that way to boost tool performances. By giving an example at the task level, the optimization task can profit
from the results of edge services, introducing that information and re-directing the search of the
multidimensional space toward more beneficial combinations of control parameters. For instance, if it is
concluded that the blade is worn, probably tread cut goodness will be affected and, consequently, product
disposal in scrap material caused by this issue. This edge service could bring the capability of predicting a
degradation caused in this way in real-time. So, it is not needed to run the optimization to search the whole
space, when the cause is almost obvious, by which more efficient work guaranteed. Therefore, all the tasks
included in the listed use cases could be indirectly subsumed under this use case. For those purposes, we are
bearing in mind WP2 tasks or, in other words, edge services (concretely, T2.3 – Self-diagnostics and
production process anomaly detection).
When it comes to those technological tasks directly involved, Figure 63, they are at a high level:
•

T2.2 - Component level data acquisition and pre-processing:
As the use case covers the whole production line, there are signals to be used, that have to be preprocessed before being fed up in the tool. Certainly, processing of the majority of process parameters will
be covered by the lower-level use cases within the pilot and the current vision does not include any specific
additional component-level activity in this regard. For the sake of consistency, the task has been formally
involved in the use case.

•

T2.3 – Self-diagnostics and production process anomaly detection:
This task is related to the development of algorithms and models that allow the early detection of
anomalies. The proposed approach is based on the modelling of the nominal behavior of those measurable
events or parameters (calculated during Task 2.2. from the influence factors identified in Figure 51) that
affect quality indicators. Statistical techniques and computational algorithms will be used. The algorithms
will generate the normality index for measurable parameters that influences the quality of the product,
upper and lower limits.

•

T3.2 – Predictive AI analytics for production quality assurance:
This task involves the use of data-driven methods to predict the quality of the process. To this end, some
statistical techniques, machine learning algorithms and deep neural networks will be used for correlation
analysis and cause-effects identification between quality indicators and the measurable events or
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parameters, extracted from the pre-processing (Task 2.2) of the most influencing factors (described in
Figure 51). Once the most influential parameters and their relationship with the quality indicators of the
final product have been identified and quantified, the models for early detection of anomalies (obtained
from Task 2.3) will be used to predict the final quality of the product.
•

T3.3 – Proactive maintenance strategies at system/line level:
For this purpose, the predictive models will be deployed, being coupled with self-diagnostics and
prognostics engaged at the system edge (early anomaly detection in UC10, but other edge modules on the
pilot, covering the extrusion, down-stream shrinkage, and cutting part of the production line). This task is
the best showcase of how one system-level use case will reuse analytics results obtained on the edge. All
of that in the sense of predicting the operating regime and its influence on the quality of production,
preventing its degradation through providing the proactive maintenance strategy. Task 3.4 and rework
materials planning is the natural follow-up on this task.

•

T3.4 – Generative optimization for improved production execution and scheduling:
The proposed solution relies on the optimization engine, which delivers an approach comprised of the
conceptual idea of this task. This task brings a step forward to the primal aim of the use case, which is the
identification of the cause of quality degradation. Its engagement tends to bring decision support to the
operator, in form of a multi-alternative recommender. Regarding the methodology, hybrid version of the
multi-objective evolutionary optimization problem will be applied.

•

T4.1 – Human feedback mechanisms for AI reinforcement learning:
The AI can be improved by human engagement in the evaluation of tool outcomes – by being fed with
expert knowledge. For the complete application of the reinforcement learning concept and the creation
of self-adaptable models, it is necessary to consider those mechanisms.

•

T4.2 – Role-specific human-machine interfaces and data visualization:
The user interaction with the recommendation system, generally, with the tool, will be achieved by means
of the specially designed HMI.

•

T4.3 – Extended reality and conversational interfaces for shop floor assistance:
The above two tasks’ involvement in the UC10 has not been specified yet, but the need for its taking part
is obvious as the way of interfacing human and decision system.

•

T4.4 – Explainable and transparent AI decision making:
The proposed solution emphasizes the role of explainable AI models, as they have to achieve
transparency and interpretability of AI outputs, make the decision support more understandable for the
user and finally, increase their usability in the eyes of the operator. The current vision includes an
explainable AI approach (e.g., DeepLIFT and LIME techniques) within the surrogate data-driven models
and the root cause identification module.
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Figure 63 – High-level chart of the engaged tasks
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4.6. INEOS-1 UC Specification: Reactor stability
4.6.1. UC description
The target process in INEOS UC1 is the first of the two continuous-flow stirred-bed reactors in the gas-phase
propypropylene polymerization unit in Geel. A Ziegler-Natta catalyst, co-catalyst and modifier are fed from
one end of the continuous-flow reactor. Production rate is controlled by the catalyst feed rate.
The polymerization reaction taking place in the reactor is exothermic and for that reason cooling is provided
by feeding most of the propylene monomers in liquid form through nozzles in the upper part of the reactor.
Cooling takes place as the liquid vaporizes. Hydrogen is added to the reactor to maintain a specific hydrogento-propylene ratio. The average polymer molecular weight is controlled by hydrogen feed rate. Produced solid
polypropylene particles are taken out from the end of the reactor. These solids in the reactor are mechanically
mixed. The amount of solids in the reactor is controlled by measuring bed surface height and tapping polymers
out of the reactor when necessary.
The reactor is divided in four zones for monitoring and control purposes. Temperature measurements are
obtained from multiple measurement points. Temperature in each zone can be controlled separately by
adjusting the amount of liquid fed to the different zones.
The temperature control loop of the polymerization reactor is key to allow normal run rates (production
capacity). In addition, sometimes also lumps of polymers are produced indicating that somewhere in the
reactor, the local temperature has exceeded the melting temperature of the polymer.
To bring the temperatures back to stable conditions the operator needs to reduce the production rate and
hence production capacity is lost. Thus the temperature profile stability has a direct influence on maximum
production rate.
What is requested by the Geel production unit is to develop an improved understanding of what causes the
oscillations and to develop an algorithm which can advise the console operator how to avoid oscillations
(which process parameters to adjust). In addition, the goal is to optimize the current temperature control loop
so that the DCS system automatically adjusts process parameters to avoid oscillations.
Gap Analysis
Currently the reason for temperature fluctuation is unknown. Operators try to stabilize the operation by
manually carrying out process control actions. Often the only way to stabilize the process today is to reduce
production rate.
Expected outcome of the project is an advisory tool based on a digital twin that will help the operators to
make decisions on the process control actions that the operators are doing manually. The optimization tool
will tell what the recommended optimal actions would be to prevent temperature fluctuations. If the models
prove reliable enough for automatic control actions, decisions on part of the control actions can be made
automatically thus reducing the operators work. Production rate will increase when there will be less needed
to reduce production just to avoid oscillations..
Operators should give feedback on the actions that the tools recommend. Operators should also feed
information to the tools if some raw material change has taken place. For example, if the catalyst is changed,
the model parameters need to be adjusted and for a period, it will be necessary to run the tools without
utilizing their recommendations in process control to allow adjustment of model parameters to measured
conditions.
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Technical Value: The use of digital twins and machine learning AI tools will permit to analyse this complex
problem in a novel way that is not possible with exiting statistical tools and traditional process control
methods.
Stakeholders
Main stakeholders that are involved in this UC are the following:
Role ID

Name

UC duty

STKH_1-OP

Operator

Operator obtains information of the process state and guidance
from the advisory tool based on digital twin predictions and
performs control actions based on the guidance and own
experience. Operator feeds to the digital twin information on
changes in material composition

STKH_3-MM

Maintenance manager

The advisory tool based on the digital twin provides information
of changes in the process over time which can indicate need of
maintenance. Maintenance manager get information from
operators and will act if the digital twin indicates unexpected
changes in process operation

STKH_3-PM

Production Manager

Production manager will obtain from the advisory tool
information on process operation and on operational limitations
and use the information in production planning.

Table 12:Stokeholders related to INEOS-1 use case

4.6.2. Proposed solution
It is not known, where the temperature oscillations are initiated. Fluctuation of the measured temperatures
is recognized as a problem at maximum production rate but it is not known how large the fluctuations are
inside the reactor and where the highest temperatures are located. The temperature distribution is affected
by several controlled variables and thus it is even possible that operation data does not fully cover the whole
range of possible operation options. Thus any analysis method based solely on analysis of process data will
give only limited information. For that reason, the following complementary approaches that combine first
principles modelling with data driven modelling as basis of the solution are proposed:
1) Collection of data and assessment of the quality of the data to determine the suitability of the different
signals for data driven modelling. Pre-processing options will also be considered.
2) Data driven modelling. Multivariate regression analysis is carried out to evaluate correlations between
measured reactor temperatures and process inputs. Main process inputs in this analysis are flow rates and
properties of inflows to the reactor and conditions in adjacent process units that can influence the reactor.
Data analysis will also include assessment of periodicity of measured fluctuations and the role of e.g.
possible hysteresis (free play) in the valve actuators. Additionally, causality predictions based on DL
network convergence rate are explored.
3) First principles modelling with CFD. Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) modelling of different sections of
the reactor is carried out to analyse heat and mass transfer effects on the temperature distribution. The
CFD model will describe transport of gas phase and its components, transport of solid particles, transport
of the liquid in the spays, evaporation of the liquid, polymerization reactions, particle size distribution of
the polymer particles, and energy transport phenomena. Fluid dynamic description is based on a Eulerian
approach with the kinetic theory of granular flow and description of frictional forces. The general kinetic
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4)

5)

6)
7)

8)

9)

scheme for polymerization using a Ziegler–Natta catalyst comprises a series of elementary reactions
including the following:
a) activation of potential sites, the reaction through which a potential site is converted into a reactive
vacant site.
b) chain initiation, a new polymer chain is being built.
c) chain propagation, the mechanism step in which the polymer chain grows.
d) chain transfer, a type of reaction that terminates a ‘‘live’’ chain, producing ‘‘dead’’ polymer and a
vacant site (hydrogen as transfer agent).
e) site transformation, produces an empty ‘‘live’’ site (of a different type), unlike the previous chaintransfer reactions that produce an initiated site, and a ‘‘dead’’ polymer chain.
f) site deactivation, the reaction step generally accepted as the explanation for the activity loss
experienced during polymerization.
• Both occupied and vacant sites are assumed to deactivate
Even simplified reaction descriptions are considered.
Results from analysis of the process data will be used to validate the CFD model. Adjustments to sub
models may be also done based on comparison to measurements and on basis of observed correlations.
A simplified first principles dynamic model for the reactor is developed by describing the reactor as
interconnected stirred tank reactors. The results from the CFD analysis will determine how the reactor will
be split into separate numerical reactors and how mixing is described in these reactors. The goal is that
this simplified dynamic model is fast enough to be run online so that it can serve as the basis for a digital
twin.
CFD results and results from data analysis will be used to derive closures to improve the submodels of
the simplified reactor model. Specifically, CFD results will be used to correlate temperatures at the walls
with internal temperatures which should allow the model to predict temperature distribution inside the
reactor in different process conditions. The hybrid model that combines correlations derived from 3D CFD
modelling results and data analysis with the simplified reactor model constitutes the digital twin that will
also include adaptive properties (mainly reaction parameters will be adjusted to fit the model prediction
to measured data).
Based on the information that can be obtained by means of the digital twin, an advisory tool is developed
to support operators to avoid oscillations.
A tool will be developed to optimize the current temperature control loop so that, if the tool is considered
reliable, the DCS system automatically adjusts process parameters to avoid oscillations. Otherwise, the
results of the optimizer are used in the advisory tool as input. The optimizer utilizes the digital twin to
evaluate optimal solutions. Multi-objective or single-objective optimization methods based on
evolutionary algorithms will be utilized.
Incorporating operators experience in the advisory and optimization tools will be an important means to
guarantee that the tools don’t recommend operation modes that are known to be risky or non-optimal.
The tools should be first tested by the operators off-line with actual process data to collect their
suggestions and comments on basis of which the tools are updated. The tools to be implemented on-line
will also include human-in-the-loop or human-in-command concepts. The extent to which the developed
tools are used without human intervention is decided based on the off-line testing and running the tools
on-line first only as advisory tools in human-in-command mode.
The solutions will be installed on the common platform.

Required datasets for solution development
Different forms of information and data are required for solution development:
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a) Drawings of the process internal geometry, including drawings of nozzles and locations of measurements.
Photos to help to interpret the drawings and to fill any possible gaps in the information given in the
drawings. This information is available from INEOS.
b) PI diagrams of the reactor and adjacent process units that feed materials to the reactor. PI diagrams have
been provided by INEOS.
c) Operation data from long enough time during which no major changes have been made to the process.
This data should include (but not be limited to) available measurements of the flows to and from the
reactor and between auxiliary process steps, measured phase compositions, pressures, temperatures and
bed height in the reactor. Data on process control and valve operation is also required. Any data that the
operators and plant engineers consider potentially relevant should be included. One-minute process data
from 2018-2021 is already available for the project. The available data is sufficient for the work.
d) Laboratory data on measurement of the properties of the polymer particles as they exit the reactor (bulk
density, particle size distribution, other measured properties). This data is provided by INEOS.
e) Data on the reaction mechanism and chemistry to the extent that is known to INEOS. Sufficient data is
available. Kinetics will be adapted to operation data on particle size distribution and energy balances.
f) Operator experiences/conclusions. This information has been partly provided and will be further collected
during the project when comparing model predictions with process reality.
Addressing ethical considerations:
Following the advice provided by the ethics team, the following aspects will be considered:
•

•
•
•

•

ETHICS 1 (1) (2) (3) (4) (1.3-1) (1.3-2) General AI/Operator(s) interaction:
Recommendation to clarify chain of responsibility, address human limitations of operator in making
adjustments, as well as other secondary issues still unaddressed at level of Task 1.3.
(1.3-1) Recommend clarifying in a preliminary way with INEOS, some ranges, etc. within which AI
adjustment suggestions will be considered reliable.
(1.3-2) Recommend clarifying who will decide when the tool is considered reliable, e.g. process engineers,
operators, or both.
(4) Addressed preliminarily in proposal to have the operator test the advisory and optimization tools in
offline mode as a first stage. Recommend that this testing stage also include gradually adjusted limits
beyond which the operator will disregard AI suggestions,
(1.3-3) Further recommendation of implementation in the off-line stage of testing, by specifying
adjustment range limits for the operator, and conditions under which operator would override AI
suggestions. I.e. expand the digital twin approach to include the human action with regard to a limited
range of adjustments as part of integrating Human-in-Command approach through the whole process,
from testing/training to real life trials. In other words, use the offline stage to train the operator in Humanin-Command approach.

•
•

ETHICS 3 (1.3-4) Identification and minimization of (additional) workload:
(1.3-4) Offline testing is a separate task from on-line use of the AI service. It adds extra work for the
operators and plant engineers on top of their usual work. Recommend that you estimate how much extra
time this will add to current operator and engineer tasks, (e.g. hours per day/per week?)

•

ETHICS 4 (5) (6) (1.3-5) Facilitate interaction/engagement with AI system:
Exploratory approach will be followed in testing tools in offline stage(4).
Recommendation of training period partially addressed in incorporating offline testing stage(4).
(1.3-5) Recommended to clarify how/in what format the operator experiences/conclusions will be
gathered.

•
•
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4.6.3. High level design
Input and output parameters for demonstrator execution
Process online data (similar to group c above) including but not limited to flow rates, compositions,
temperatures, pressures, and bed height are required for demonstrator execution. Exact variables that are
required will be determined during process modelling. In addition, laboratory data (similar to group d above)
is required.

Model/system Input(s)

Output(s)

Execution

Digital twin

Predictions

Continuously Other services

Raw data from the
process

Final User

Laboratory
measurements
Operator experience
Optimization

Results from digital twin

Optimized control settings Continuously Other services

Advisory tool

Results of digital twin
and optimization

Recommendations for
control settings

Continuously Operator

Information on process
anomalies

Production
manager
Maintenance
manager

Table 13: Input and output parameters for the models/systems developed for INEOS-1 use case

Use case diagram
The interactions of the stakeholders with the solution can be defined as follows

Figure 64: INEOS1 UC diagram
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Sequence diagrams
* Get recommended control settings

Figure 65: Get recommended control settings Sequence diagram

*Manually set new control settings

Figure 66: Manually set new control settings Sequence diagram

*Get changes in process behaviour
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Figure 67: Get changes Sequence diagram

*Get anomalies in process behaviour

Figure 68: Get anomalies Sequence diagram.

Technologies and links to WP
One of the core tasks in INEOS UC1 is T3.1 where a digital twin is developed for the process to analyse the
reasons behind observed temperature fluctuations. The work in T3.1 can be linked to a large number of tasks,
listed below, that provide input to T3.1 or help to utilize the results of T3.1. Some of the listed tasks may have
a minor role and even tasks that are not listed can contribute to the use case.
•
•

•
•

T2.2: Component level data acquisition and pre-processing: Collection of data for all process components
and pre-processing the data such that it is usable for data analysis.
T3.1: Hybrid models of production processes and digital twin: Both data-driven and first principles
modelling techniques will be applied on different process scales and the results will be gathered in a hybrid
model that, with added adaptive capabilities, will serve as the digital twin.
T3.2: Predictive AI analytics for production quality assurance: Predictive analytics utilizing process data
and information from the digital twin may be considered to complement and utilize results of T3.1.
T3.4: Generative optimization for improved production execution and scheduling: Process optimization
utilizing results of T3.1 and T3.2. The optimal control settings are found based on the results of the digital
twin.
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•

•
•

T3.5: Future scenario based decision-making and lifelong self-learning: Integration of results of WP3 in
a decision-making support tool, with integration of human feedback. The results of the optimization are
coupled to previous experiences and operator feedback in an advisory tool.
T4.1: Human feedback mechanisms for AI reinforcement learning: Integration of operator feedback to
the AI solution.
T4.2: Role-specific human-machine interfaces and data visualization: The recommendations and
information to stakeholders are made available in easily understandable visual form.

Detail flowchart & partner/task involvement
High level chart with a clear identification of the tasks and the partners that will be involved in their
completion.

Figure 69 – High-level chart of tasks and activities regarding INEOS UC1
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4.7. INEOS-2 UC Specification: Image recognition Geel plant
4.7.1. UC description
In process manufacturing, additives are required to ensure the base products are purified or enhanced for the
market’s requirements (food, pharma, textile, etc.) Since this is not a fully automated process yet, operators
need to add big bags or other containers for additives to the feeders of the production line, which will take it
when the previous batch is ending. As a result, the product grades or composition needs to change to the next
batch. Human errors of operators putting the wrong additive on the feeder cannot be excluded.
With processing capacities of 50-tons per hour and no pro-active test at the start of the production line, a
mistake can easily result in a production loss of 100 tons of prime product. For example, an operator needs to
replace regularly a 500kg additive big bag in the extrusion section of the INEOS Geel plant. A human error of
adding the wrong additive can occur due to a lack of uniformity on big bag labelling delivered from multiple
suppliers. Therefore, this labelling diversity requires human intervention to decide on selecting the right
additive big bag for the factory line process. Real-time quality control should support this human decision.
Unfortunately, the back-office quality control system currently relies solely on the operator manual inputs of
the picked additive name into the terminal. Additionally, a mistake in the feeder number can also happen
when the big bag is connected to the wrong one. Then, the additive name is cross-checked with the planned
reactor process. The back-office quality system notifies the operator whether the chosen additive is correct
and connected to the correct feeder. A second feedback loop occurs when the Quality Assessment lab detects
such an error that the product produced with the wrong additive is downgraded to a so-called “off-grade” (a
low-value product).

Figure 70: Feeder area
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The need for the control of continuous monitoring and feedback of labels and feeders selection is apparent.
Operators’ errors related to a manual data input must be minimized and streamlined in a linear scenario.
Figure 70 details the operational environment at the feeders, where the feeder numbers are highlighted. The
complexity of choosing a correct label with the additive is multiplied by the fact that different additive
suppliers have different additive name variants, which means the same additive. Some additives have one
name adopted by all the suppliers, and some have up to eight different names that the suppliers print on their
labels. Figure 71 demonstrated the diversity of label formats (the exact information is blurred for
confidentiality reasons). The labels are often covered by a plastic foil which sometimes decreases the
readability of the text. Using optical recognition support would aid the operator’s job.
Gap Analysis
The operator currently checks ‘additive name’ and ‘lot number when he has returned to the control room. By
then, the console operator might have put the additive already in use. Due to the wide variety and poor quality
of the labels to be recognized, some mistakes impact productivity.
With AI technologies, the operator at the feeder station will have an immediate response whether the additive
name and lot number of the big bag are suitable for use at a given feeder station. The mobile terminal of the
operator at the feeder station will perform an optical analysis of the labels. The trained AI algorithm will pick
the correct characters set related to the additive name and match different vendors’ names related to the
same additive. The wireless connectivity of the mobile terminal allows uploading the feeder station number
and the used additive type directly to the factory quality management system. Nowadays, the operator has to
input the labels data by physically walking in the control room.

Figure 71: Examples of big bag labels
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Stakeholders
Main stakeholders that are involved in this UC are the following:
Role ID

Name

UC duty

STKH_1-OP

Operator

Select a right big bag with additive and loads it to a correct
feeder station. Passes the label information to the control
room.

STKH_2_DCS Quality Control System

DCS checks if the right additive has been chosen to
produce a specific product and checks if the LotNum
which has manually been put into DCS corresponds to the
right type of additive.

STKH_3-BO

Chooses the additive feeder and chooses the type of
additive from the additive list.

Board Operator

Table 14:Stakeholders related to INEOS-2 use case

4.7.2. Proposed Solution
AI-PROFICIENT can develop a solution combining the capabilities of the operators’ production-ready module
augmented with the visual recognition and AI-enabled algorithm. Preferably it should be a mobile terminal
such as a tablet or wearable device that can reliably read and analyse the label and verify if the combination
lot number and additive name. The solution should apprehend the visual information within the context of
the production process and give immediate feedback to the outside operator in case of the wrong additive.
The solution can be run on different systems. However, the initial focus will be on a mobile implementation
and integration with TenForce. Equipped with the mobile terminal, the operator can scan QR/bar codes or
directly text labels to identify the equipment or feeder. Additionally, the operator will take a picture of the big
bag or container with the additive. The operator submits this form or inspection data to the system, the system
will run an OCR-scan, and the AI/ML algorithm extracts the relevant data from the label. If needed, the scanned
data can be further enhanced and then recorded in the database.
From the moment the data is in the system and the AI analysis has run, there are different options for closing
the loop and processing the next steps.
The first choice or option is to integrate or not a validation step before further processing. Let’s go through a
detailed breakdown of those two options:
1) The system can present the processed information of the QR-code and the label photo to the operator
for validation and only send the data to the next step in the processing after his/her approval:
•
•
•

Advantages
An extra visual and manual validation of
the processed information.
The approval is, in fact, a way to add
quality and learning to the algorithm.
With these steps, the accuracy of the
processed data will increase over time.
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•
•
•
•

Disadvantages
Requires extra work from the operator.
Reliance on human interpretation.
In case the processing takes too long,
this can lead to some extra frustration
and less attention.
In case the data is always correct, it will
be considered as an unnecessary step.
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2) We can skip the step above and immediately send the data further downstream.
•

Advantages
Allow avoiding additional
processing and handling.

human

•

Disadvantages
We lose the opportunity to train the
system with additional information.

The handheld iSafe tablet has been selected for field investigation and pilot testing. The selected IS930.1 tablet
model is certified for industrial use compared to more widespread consumer home gadgets such as iPad,
Samsung, etc. The iSafe IS930.1 tablet can be used in ATEX Zones 1/21 and 1/CI I Div1. It is an 8-inch tablet
that is highly robust, equipped with a high-resolution camera, and has a long-lasting 8.400 mAh battery. In
addition to the conventional WiFi, the tables it SIM card ready to support 3G data communication in low
coverage areas. Figure 72 shows the selected device.

Figure 72: iSafe tablet selected for the Pilot implementation

Solution edge cases and optimization
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is one of the earliest areas of artificial intelligence research. Today OCR
is a relatively mature technology, and it is not even called AI anymore. However, OCR provides outstanding
results only on particular use cases. In most practical applications, it is still far below human-level accuracy.
The limitation that prevents OCR tools from reaching 100% accuracy is look-alike characters: Some characters
look so similar that OCR tools may not distinguish between them. For example, it is hard to differentiate
between the number “0” and the letter “O” or a capital “I” letter and a small “l” (L) letter. A specific use case
2 diagram details on this problem in Figure 74. To reach higher accuracy levels, the AI-PROFICIENT solution
will make use of human intervention to check for potential errors. These interventions will feed into the AI
algorithm training data. After some iterations, the AI augmentation of the OCR will be handling the error-free
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processing related to the characters combinations used at the INEOS facilities. TF is provisionally estimating
the optimal number of learning iterations that are required to reach a satisfactory training level of the AI.
Some static labelling which is entirely controlled by INEOS, like the feeders’ labels, will make use of a
conventional QR-code coding. Figure 73 shows how the name of a feeder “OP407G” is encoded into a QRcode, which will be stuck at a visible place for the operator’s optical recognition. QR-code has the error
correction capability to restore data if the code is dirty or damaged. Four error correction levels are available
for users to choose from according to the operating environment. Raising this level improves error correction
capability but also increases the amount of data QR-code size.

Figure 73: Introduction of QR-codes marking feeders

Figure 74: Initial process flow with OCR edge cases work
around

Required datasets for solution development
Operators take photos of big bag labels at unloading sites and feeder sites as part of the quality control
feedback loop. An OCR system reads the text on the label and matches it against the quality control database.
This way, a product name and lot number are extracted. The operator can manually correct the recognized
text before submitting it to the quality control system. The system confirms whether the right big bag is used
in the right place.
The described above user flow defines the purpose of data collection as follows. Because the data is submitted
beforehand by the supplier, almost always, the product name and lot number are in the database. This
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facilitates text recognition greatly. However, in the rare case that the data is missing, the OCR system will
return an incorrect name or number without warning. To give measurable feedback to the operator, the AI
derives a confidence score from 0 to 100%. The operator can set up a threshold level of the confidence score
to say 92%. As soon as the score is lower than this threshold, the operator is warned. The higher confidence
allows the user flow to go uninterrupted. A blurry image could also result in incorrect recognition. When it
happens, the operator is prompted to take another photo of the label. Real-world examples are needed to
build an OCR model that can assign a confidence score to its recognition. It can warn the operator when
manual correction is needed or when the data is missing in the quality control system. The training stage
requires operators’ feedback in case the recognition or the AI matching went wrong. TenForce estimates about
one-year data for the Geel plant operational data for reaching a consistent AI scoring.
Photos paired with structured text will define the types and formats of data in question. All these data
originate from the images taken at INEOS unloading sites and feeder sites, paired with OCR data that is
manually corrected when needed.
The data can be reused in some instances, like the OCR of the text on big bag labels is informed by data in
INEOS’s quality control system, which contains text that is expected to be found on the labels. Other
approaches to use-case-specific OCR can be developed using the same data. There are several OCR services
comparable to Google OCR. Should the Google OCR service be replaced by an alternative, the accrued image
data will be necessary for calibration and potential AI retraining.
Expected data sets size is the range of Megabytes or Gigabytes, which will be stored on HD of a TenForce
server. This will be non-open data with a storage duration of a few years.
Addressing Ethical Considerations
ETHICS 2 AI Errors handling:
In case of erroneous input, the operator can neglect the careful review and just confirm by a habitual default.
ETHICS 4 Facilitate interaction/engagement with AI system
The use of a relatively heavy (iSafe is 980 gram ) handheld device can be continuous. The pilot implementation
should foresee a dedicated carry-on bag for unloading the physical strain of the operator.
The operator will be increasingly relying on AI support as the algorithm’s data auto-filling, and
recommendation is improving. There is an anticipation of decision-making fatigue when the operator is getting
used to just the confirmation of the AI-prepopulated data.
The last but not least concern is an increased risk of digital dementia when the overuse of digital technology
ultimately results in the breakdown of cognitive abilities. The ethics challenge of the influence of digital devices
and increase screen time has to be considered when it is proven that short-term memory pathways will start
to deteriorate from underuse if we overuse technology.
4.7.3. High level design
Input and output interaction parameters for demonstration
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Second Operator stakeholder will act as a Quality manager in this UC. It is specifically an operator working in
the ‘control room’ and responsible of validating the additive name though the DCS quality control system.
Use case diagram
The interactions of the stakeholders with the solution can be defined as follows

Figure 75: INEOS2 UC diagram

Sequence diagrams
* Additive Feeder Check Flow Diagram
The sequence diagram of the five system stakeholders is presented in Figure 76. The typical scenario assumes
the use of the TenForce AI server in the cloud. However, the possibility to run the AI module on premises of
the INEOS IT infrastructure will be evaluated to minimize communication overheads while improving the
cybersecurity resilience of the whole setup.
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Figure 76: Sequence diagram of the additive check + Validation/confirmation

* Continuous Improvement for Better Additives Registration (Training data for AI)
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Sometimes the bags arrive at the INEOS plant without being registered in the quality management system.
There is a need to check in the delivered big bags using the TF app. If Step 2 in the main additive feeder check
is done, the Control System can verify the additive bags at the feeders even if there was no conventional
registration of the delivery using invoices or suppliers input documents. In this case, the mobile app remains
the same as for the original Additive Check Process. The user flow in the preventive Scope Process Steps During
the Bags Delivery will be devised to the following steps:
1. Operators photographs the labels of the arrived big bags;
2. The labels data is uploaded to the factory quality system;
3. The AI algorithms assigns a CONFIDENCE SCORE reflecting on the OCR errors probability.
TenForce will gather INEOS operators and quality managers feedback regarding other Process Steps, that could
improve the AI module capabilities. For example, the additives bags can arrive at the INEOS plant without
being registered in the quality management system. As the Use Case evolves, we will investigate a need to
check in the delivered big bags using an extended mobile application flow. This registration of the delivery
using the acceptance procedure with the label’s optical recognition can provide additional training data
streamed to the AI module. Additional estimation on different operations flows and their need (in time or
manual operations) in operators’ interventions will be conducted. These insights will feedback to the AI
parametrization and the UI/UX improvements.
Technologies and links to WP
With a heavy emphasis on image recognition and shop-floor human-machine interaction and collaboration,
this use case will be directly supported by Work Package 4. Namely:
•

•

•

•

T4.1 – Human feedback mechanisms for AI reinforcement learning:
While the final solution might not necessarily use reinforcement learning, INEOS-2 UC may still benefit
from some of the outcomes of T4.1, such as the approaches for exploiting the human knowledge (knowhow and expertise) and obtaining feedback (which will be fed into the learning cycle of the AI service)
from the plant personnel on the shop floor through human-machine interaction and collaboration.
T4.2 – Role-specific human-machine interfaces and data visualization:
This task will help develop the frontend solutions that will give the plant personnel direct and actionable
insights into the process planning, status, and feedback, providing control room operators with the means
to easily oversee plant operations even before the data reaches the INEOS DCS, and remote personnel in
the field to timely respond to real-time data and notifications. Additionally, AI-PROFICIENT will aim to
extend the capabilities of the TenForce platform to strengthen the loop between the worker and the
system.
T4.3 – Extended reality and conversational interfaces for shop floor assistance:
Even though the initial focus is on tablet devices, this task will aim to enable AI-driven assistance to the
frontline workforce via extended reality solutions and possibly other wearables. In addition to providing
process-critical information such as work instructions and immediate feedback from the image recognition
services and the TenForce platform, input from alternative data sources, such as the semantic knowledge
graph (for context-specific decision support), will also be considered. Also, this task will seek to establish
a feedback loop between the augmented plant and the worker, placing the emphasis on the concept of
the “connected worker”.
T3.2: Predictive AI analytics for production quality assurance:
TF developed an AI module for the proper string selection out of the OCR-ed alphanumeric array. Striving
to make a modular design and plug in other algorithms to valorize the modularity approach. UL, INOS, IMP
and ATC will have an opportunity to contribute with the string-matching ML modules in the INEOS2 use
case. ML based models will leverage empirical data for optimisation and training to deliver adequate
empirical trend modelling and decision making.
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•
•

T5.1 – Smart component integration and IioT interoperability:
INEOS will contribute with the deployment the integration services necessary for the orchestration of
system components. IMP will supervise these integration works as the task leader
T5.2: Semantic knowledge graph for integrated digital twins:
TF and IMP will be responsible for smart data handling and data fusion that will be used for AI algorithms
training.

Figure 77: High-level chart of the tasks interaction in INEOS 2 use case

Applied technologies: Android Mobile terminal with touch screen and buttons control to allow running the
mobile application. The terminal is equipped with a camera for QR-code scanning and making pictures. The
OCR is done by a 3rd party API service such as Google or Azure OCR. The AI module is used for relevant
strings matching
By using this Additive check solution, the INEOS plant can alleviate human errors for inserting the wrong
parameters into the factory quality system or respectively attaching a wrong additive bag to a wrong feeder.
This type of error can cause reactor shutdown and cleaning efforts that translates from tenth to hundreds of
thousand euros of costs. The expected positive optical recognition and data search should reach at least 99%
or positively matching results. The efficiency of Feeder station operator and her communication to the
Control room operator increases dramatically.
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4.8. INEOS-3 UC specification: Rheology drift Cologne plant
4.8.1. UC description
The INEOS Cologne plant applies a high level of automation in process of Polyethylene (PE) production, which
assumes the production of 31 sorts of products. The pilot applies similar technology as the INEOS Geel plant,
with some differences (number of reactors, chemical reactions etc.,). However, even though the pilot is
featured by modern assets, the traditional process control and automation find its limits in an attempt to
improve product consistency beyond current levels.
Quality is evaluated within the polymer laboratory (Figure below), which performs analysis of intermediate
and final batch samples for three PE production units. Analytical methods are numerous, and one of them will
be considered within this use case – Rheology (ECTP 23)4.

Figure 78– The polymer laboratory with rheometers (left); the illustration of procedure of rheological analysis (upper right) and
the oscillatory test whom the material is exposed (lower right)

Materials need control of the rheological parameters within the tight intervals of tolerance, in order to achieve
good replicability and usability.
For this use case, there are two key rheological parameters, zero shear viscosity and G-prime. Consistency of
the product produced can be characterised by the mean and standard deviation of a certain batch. By adjusting
process parameters, the operator can influence and steer these values. Finally, the aim of this use case is to
identify additional options the operator has to further improve consistency of the product, through the AI
techniques, in the first place. Additionally, this tool will be enriched by decision support features dedicated to
the operator, with interpretable AI multiple-choice recommendations regarding process production
settings/process parameters adjustment.
Control parameters whose adjustment is the responsibility of the operators have yet to be specified in detail,
and for the sake of illustration, those could be partial pressures, the ratio of ethylene and hexane, the ratio of
the hydrogen and ethylene, pellet shape, speed of pelletizer, etc.

4

Rheology is a branch of physics, which deals with the materials deformation and flow, both solids and liquids.
Represents a standard in the polymer industry for materials characterization.
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Problem statement
Identification of further options to improve product consistency seems to be challenging due to various
reasons and they will be mainly addressed through the proposed solution elaboration, with a certain review
of them through the ethics point of view, as well. The main concerns could be summarized as follows:
-

Time distribution uncertainty: A lagging effect exists between production of a specific batch, and the
relevant results of the quality analysis. This makes it challenging to make the needed process adjustments
as fast as possible.

-

Non-existent patterns within the historical data (process constraints) This issue is thematically related to
the previous one, but just on the syntax level. Actually, this statement is meant to represent the question
of constraints that the operators respect while operating the plant, with the cautiousness not to provoke
instability of the polymerization reaction. For those reasons, they do not change control parameters
beyond the region between a tight set of limits or even at all. The certain partial pressures, feeding ratios,
and some temperature set-points are varied, but just slightly. Consequently, the AI-based tool will have
modelled the process behaviour only at a concrete part of the control parameters space at its disposal.
Having said that, it could be concluded that some AI system’s outputs will be hardly accepted, or even
restricted by the low-level automation unit in the first place. The main issue behind this is the cost of
testing beyond the common scenarios from practice, i.e. when certain parameters, which are set to fixed
values (even if they have an influence on the final outcome and could lead to an improvement), should be
varied in order to achieve more extensive design space exploration (always with respect to the process
constraints).
In order to indicate the risk of their variance beyond the usual scope, the very first step is the
categorization of data points. In that sense, the proper constraints will be included in the AI reasoning and
unexpected result derivation will be significantly reduced.

-

Uncertainty on potential levers to further improve consistency. According to the current understanding,
potential areas of improvement could not be related to a certain part of the production process with high
probability, or in other words, the whole production process should be considered: reaction stage,
degassing phase, powder storage, or extrusion and palletization stage.

-

The cause relation to the extrusion part of the process. Namely, the rheology parameters are recorded
with the timestamp of the product silo filling up, so it is difficult to correlate process parameters with the
final product quality. The problem solution highly depends on the aforementioned aspects and
consideration should be performed in two directions: do the quality deviation causes originate from the
extrusion part of the process or have their roots in earlier phases of the production process? In case, it is
extrusion related correlation between the rheological parameters and process parameters will be much
easier since extrusion lasts for approximately 1 minute.

Gap Analysis
The main goal of this use case is to be able to deduce what causes the deviation of the rheological parameters,
so that product quality could be additionally improved. Since it is possible to test only a small part of the
product batch, it is challenging to determine what is the cause of the rheological parameter degradation
without the complex analytical tools, especially having in mind the duration of the production process.
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Namely, the current state is that complete product batch for which rheological parameters are unsatisfactory
has to either be sold with lower price, due to lower quality, or to be completely discarded. Therefore, current
monetary loses for the plant are high and UC3 solution should decrease them.
The AI solution for this use case includes a software platform which will analyse the process parameters, and
accordingly generative optimization engine will suggest sets of sub-optimal process control parameters, so
that deviation is omitted. Apart from the process data, optimization engine will exploit the outcomes of the
surrogate data-driven model for the process or the outputs of the process digital twin, together with the
estimations from the process drift analysis and root cause identification module. Nevertheless, in case
deviation occurs, the system will give an explanation to the operator of the estimated deviation cause by
exploitation of the explainable AI techniques. All the suggestions could be evaluated by the operator and the
feedback, if provided will be utilized for further improvement of the analytical models.
All of previous gaining goals will be achieved by combining state-of-the-art and improvement over the stateof-the-art methodologies. Namely, traditional approaches such as statistical analysis, deep learning, genetic
optimization will be additionally improved with generative approaches, explainable artificial intelligence such
as DeepLIFT and LIME techniques, etc. Finally, the proposed solution will be verified on the chemical process
itself and could be beneficial for the other chemical industries for improvement of their production
performance.
With this tool, operator would be able to improve process management, as they would obtain the relevant
information regarding the cause of the rheology deviation problem, together with the suggestion for the
parameter setting in order to overcome this issue.
Stakeholders
Main stakeholders that are involved in this UC are the following:
Role ID

Name

UC duty

STKH_1-OP

Operator

All the suggestions will be provided to the operator, who will be
able to accept them or reject. His/hers feedback would be
valuable if present for the online improvement of the
recommendation models.

STKH 5-RH

Production/quality
manager (Rheology
examiner)

Rheology examiner is in charge of carrying out the rheological
tests on the products. Therefore, he is essential for validating
product quality and AI-PROFICIENT platform recommendations
as a part of this use case.

Table 15: Stakeholders related to INEOS-3 use case

4.8.2. Proposed solution
Challenges that have been presented previously imply performing the following steps under the planned
activities on the use case:
Data quality evaluation. Collected historical data will be thoroughly analysed applying certain extensive
analytical techniques, and the result of this early phase will bring estimation of the additional, needed
information, which is not an integral part of the patterns contained within the historical data.
Performing experiments and analysing in that way obtained data set. Conduction of specially designed
experiments will be needed. Basically, different combinations of measurable control parameters will be
applied in a well-designed time sequence.
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Additional measuring points introduction. Determination of the critical part of the process is truly important
for making decisions on future steps and the final instantiation of the methodology. Besides DoE techniques,
another approach to enrich the information available in form of historical data is to introduce additional
measuring points of the rheology parameters of intermediate products. It will help in the determination of the
importance of the extrusion part of the line for the final product deviations.
It will be beneficial to assess the production rheological property stability in order to assess the
representativeness of the single measurement for a whole batch. To this end, for some batches, some sample
every 30 minutes should be analysed. In that way, the variability of rheological properties over whole bathed
could be determined.
Correlation and causality analysis. When it comes to the observed correlations, there are only some clues of
conclusions regarding ZSV functional dependence of melt-flow properties of intermediate products, but
correlation does not imply cause-effect relation among those variables. There might be some other variables
truly causing the spotted pattern in behaviour of all those rheological parameters and that should be
investigated. On the other hand, for the G-prime variations there are no findings. Therefore, planned data preprocessing assumes study of the correlations and cause-effect relationships (e.g. Causality Hypothesis
Generation via Neural Networks) among process parameters and rheology parameters, with the alternative
of additional data points introduction.
Reactor drift models: anomaly detection. Apart from the offline preparation work which will be inevitable
and significant part of solving problems in this use case, AI enabled services will be the core. The first of them
is reactor drift model, which is intended to detect if some parameters of the reactor are drifting so that the
rheological properties of the product will no longer be in the requirement. According of the findings of the
analysis, serval parts of the process may cause the rheology properties drift. Therefore, several models, one
for each part of the process, wills be designed to monitor and alarm. This information, i.e. alarm and location,
will be exploited by other services in order to reduce space in which cause of rheology drift should be found.
Process model (Digital twin) development. This task engagement depends on the results of the offline data
analysis. Namely, if it is concluded that the core part of the production line which causes the issue is not
located in the extrusion process section, or in other words, has deeper roots within the production line, there
are two main consequences to be addressed. The first one is the significant multiplication of the time constant,
which introduces considerable and hardly controllable delay in the system. The second one is somewhat more
favourable and it concerns the availability of the process model. In that case, the cause should be investigated
within the chemical reaction part of the production line, and focus will be translated to the reactor modelling
and optimization of that part of the process. So, in the case that the extrusion part of the process is not the
critical one, the problem becomes more similar to the one we have in case of INEOS UC1: Reactor instability
and will include the modelling activates. Concerning concrete modelling techniques, the model could be solely
data-based or supported by the first principles modelling.
Optimization engine. As one of the UC’s main goals is to provide a decision support system to the operator
while bringing improved production execution, it is expected that behind such a system one holistic generative
optimization task will be engaged. The envisaged approach is hybrid and combines different AI techniques and
multi-objective or single-objective optimization methods based on evolutionary algorithms. The approach will
differ depending on the availability of the process model or digital twin, and its flowchart diagram is given in
Figure 79.
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Figure 79 – Optimization based on process model (initial framework)

The resulting rheology parameter will indicate the benefit of beholding such an individual in the population.
Otherwise, as the alternative, pure data-driven models will be developed in order to approximate rheological
behaviour dependence on control settings within the plant. If it is concluded that an analogy could be made
between rheology characteristics of the final product and certain properties of the intermediate products, for
which cause-effect relations with control parameters are easier to be established, hence, their values will be
considered as the indirect targets.
Feedback system (Reinforcement learning concept). As it has already been mentioned, involving operator’s
feedback to the system via human-in-the-loop or human-in-command concepts would be beneficial for
improve quality of the recommendation and additional specialization of the proposed AI-PROFICIENT
platform. It that way, models will be trained during the running process, and will adapt themselves in
accordance with the operators’ experience. Additionally, feedback branch would enable control over process.
Namely, due to various security and safety issues it will not be possible to allow this platform to act completely
automatically and control the process itself. However, if operator would be included in the loop, AIPROFICIENT platform would be able to indirectly control the process. Nevertheless, in case that operator’s
feedback is not present, system would be able to work and provides suggestions regarding the causes of the
unsatisfactory rheological parameters, together with the recommendation of the parameter setting which are
supposed to improve current state.
Explainable and transparent AI models. Having in mind process complexity and operator’s responsibility when
changing process parameters, it is expected that operators will not accept any recommendations without
providing accompanying explanation. Therefore, within this use case, explainable and interpretable AI services
will be included. Their particular utilization is twofold. On the one hand they could be exploited for root Cause
Identification, whilst they could be utilized for providing understandable surrogate data driven model in case
of digital twin absence. The particular XAI methodologies will be determined in the next phase of the use case
development, when historical data is clean and ready. When particularities regarding XAI approaches are
determined, the form which will they take at the operator end will be defined in agreement with the pilot and
the ethical team.
All of previously elaborated approaches and their interconnections in the context of this use case are given in
Figure below.
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Figure 80 – Detailed overview of the proposed solution

Required datasets for solution development
Taking all of previous into consideration, the following data sets will be required:
1) Process description and operator’s experience will be crucial in the starting phase of the development of
the services. Namely, in order to be able to provide performable solutions, it will be necessary to
understand the process and its main characteristic. Similarly, heuristics that are proven to be effective
would be valuable as the initial guidelines for the decision support tool. At this point, most of the
requirements of this data set are fulfilled. The process has been explained to the tools developers and the
main challenges were presented.
2) Historical process data from the extrusion part of the process will be necessary in order to analyze
correlation between the rheological parameters and adjustable process parameters. Additionally, if it is
confirmed that cause of parameter deviation is in the extrusion process, this data will be utilized for the
serves development, as well. At this point in time, measurements from the extrusion part of the process
are provided with 5 minutes time resolution and analysis on top of that data was carried out. However, it
was concluded that more frequent data is necessary, as well as set points for the measured variables.
When management of the more frequent data is solved, more frequent data will be available, as well as
set points. It is expected that this will be available by end of year. Historical process data from reactor and
degassing parts will be required in case rheology parameters deviation is not caused by extrusion part of
the process. In that case, this data will be exploited for the development of various services explained in
section 2, including reactor digital twin. Since analysis of the measurements from the extrusion part is not
finished yet, this data set has not been provided so far. It will be, potentially, if it is concluded that data
the from reactor and degassing part of the process is necessary, probably not before the beginning of
January 2022.
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3) Historical rheological parameters measurements will be utilized both in phase of data analysis and
exploration and for service development. This data set is highly important in order to be able to detect
critical behavior and provide performable models. This data set has already been provided.
4) Experimental data would be beneficial in order to additionally enrich already present historical data.
Namely, there are no much of example of the irregular behavior, thus it would be beneficial generate
additional examples. Furthermore, testing process behavior in new conditions would be profitable for the
modeling purposes.
Addressing ethical considerations
Challenges listed within the Problem statement, should be addressed from the ethical point of view as well.
Received ethical issues and recommendations, stated by the Ethics Team and made to be use case-specific,
respectively, are:
ETHICS-1 (1) (2) (3) (1.3-2) General AI/Operator(s) interaction:
Ambiguity of the role of Artificial Intelligence – This issue will be solved through the following steps of data
analysis when it will be easier to proceed work with some conclusions. The fact, that there is the mutual
influence of several parameters on the rheological parameters of interest, has been expected, due to a multivariability of the process/production system. The use case objective is to bring a higher understanding of the
possible causes – to perform root cause identification, and, to bring alternatives for overcoming.
Override-permissions (production instructions/guidance versus AI service) – The priority will belong to the
expertise, or production instructions/guidance, with a tendency to fine-tune the AI tool to be able for
standalone operating in the future. This issue is considered as well in following within “Question of priority
between future AI system suggestions and existing production instructions generated by the process
engineers”.
Question of priority between future AI system suggestions and existing production instructions generated
by the process engineers- This issue actually has its mapping in technical features already considered. The
operator and process engineer will be afforded interpretable and explainable solutions/recommendations.
Therefore, they will be familiar with the way how AI derives such a result and will be able to evaluate it by
means of a feedback system, with the possibility to not listen to the recommendations, but, preferably, to
leave feedbacks related to it. Clearly, the priority will be given to the expertise (operator’s, process engineer’s
word), as long as the tool matures, at least.
ETHICS –3 (4) (1.3-4) Identification and minimization of (additional) workload:
The possible resistance of manufacturing working environment to the changes AI will bring. When it comes
to this aspect, the system-level which this use case stand requires extensive experiments in order to bring
improvement in later phases. So, those experiments will be designed according to all beneficial results of preprocessing and they will comprise a necessary and, hopefully, sufficient set of trials. The operator workload
will be respected and those activities will be planned and organized in a timely manner (when the time comes
for it). Finally, taking into consideration that this system is intended to provide information which is crucial for
improving product overall quality and its operators are currently incapable of obtaining in in any other way, it
is expected that system will be well accepted.
ETHICS 4 (1) (1.3-1) (1.3-3) Facilitate interaction/engagement with AI system:
Pointing out the exploratory nature of the UC and benefits of organizing the work into several stages, which
will gradually involve the operator, with high respect to his/her understanding of the performed experiments
needed for thorough cause-effect relations analysis. This staged approach surely will be satisfied, as the work
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on the AI services development progress. In the beginning, a limited subset of control parameters will be
varied in order to conclude their influence. Afterward, results of data pre-processing will bring additional
knowledge related to the crucial and critical parts of the process – a critical subset of influencing parameters
affecting each of the rheology parameters of interest. The final step of DCS integration with the AI services on
the communication level has to be considered further, giving the priority to the more mature system and
taking into account process engineers’ attitude in that regard. Currently foreseen approach assumes a humanat-command rather than a human-on-the-loop concept.
Recommendation regarding the schedule of exploratory activities with respect to the production time line.
This statement is already covered within the proposed solution elaboration and it is in complete accordance
with it. Surely, the research at the very beginning will be focused on the production procedures, which are
close in time to the moment of product finalization/rheology analysis, firstly conducting analysis related to the
extrusion segment of the line. If the issue is not related to it, the research will switch to the earlier phases of
production.
4.8.3. High level design
Input and output parameters for demonstrator execution
The main input which will be required in order to provide solution for this use case will be real time process
measurements. At the point of writing this deliverable final list of those variables is unknown, especially taking
into consideration two potentially different scenarios – one in which only extrusion part is considered and the
other one in which the whole process should be tackled. Nevertheless, temperature, pressures, type of
product etc. will be considered.
Apart from those, as already explained, feedback from the operator regarding the quality of the provided
suggestion could be integrated within the system. In this way, system performance will improve with time and
system would adapt much easier in case of change in product recipe. Furthermore, in case operators are
included in the loop, suggested process parameter setting could be applied on process itself. Finally, exchange
of outputs between the services will be utilized, as well. Summary of the inputs and outputs for the services is
given in the table below.
Model/System

Input(s)

Output(s)

Execution

Final user

Process
drift
analysis module

•

Process parameters

•

Detected drift in
the reactor part of
the process

On event

Input
for
other services

Process parameters
Output of the drift analysis model

•

On event

Operator

Process parameters

•

Detected cause of
rheological
parameter
deviation
and
corresponding
explanation
Sets of suboptimal
process
control
parameters

Root
Cause •
Identification
•
Module

Generative
optimization
engine

•
•

•

Output of the drift analysis model, root
cause identification module and
surrogate data-driven model or
process digital twin
Evaluation of the estimated root cause
by the operator
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•

Surrogate data- •
driven model
•
Process
twin

digital

•
•

Evaluation of the previous suggestions
from the optimization engine by
operator
Output of the optimization engine – set
of process control parameters
Process measurements
Output of the optimization engine – set
of process control parameters
Process measurements

•

Estimation of the
product
characteristics

•

Estimation of the
product
characteristics

On event

Generative
optimization
engine
Generative
optimization
engine

Table 16: Input and output parameters for the models/systems developed for INEOS-3 use case

Use case diagram
The interactions of the stakeholders with the solution can be defined as follows

Figure 81: INEOS3 UC diagram

In order to adequately complete this use case, suggestions provided from the AI-PROFICIENT system should
be applied on a real process. However, it is highly unlikely that project platform will be allowed to control the
process without supervision of the operator. Therefore, his main role would be accepting or refusing proposed
suggestion. Taking into consideration that platform would provide a couple of potential solutions, it is desired
that operator chooses one of the following:
o
o

Approve one of the proposed solutions.
Refuse all the solutions, due to the fact he finds them inadequate.

Nevertheless, the option for not responding on the system recommendation will be left, as well, in case it is
not possible to obtain operator’s feedback.
Bearing in mind the importance of involving the operator in the problem of detecting cause of parameter
deviation, it is intended to provide simple interface for the feedback, so that a lot of extra effort should be put
in. In case it is accepted that operator is included in the loop, interface will be designed in collaboration with
the pilot representative and ethics teams.
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Sequence diagrams
* Generative optimization engine + Root cause
This sequential diagram was envisioned to illustrate high level communication and information exchange
between the services. Since this use case is quite complex and potentially covers the whole process, some
details were missed, so that the figure does not become too complex at this stage.

Figure 82: Generative optimization sequence diagram.

Apart from the presented interaction between the services, platform and operator, additional role within this
use case is related to rheology examiner. He is in charge of carrying out rheological testing in the corresponding
laboratory on each production batch. Hence, he will not be utilizing the AI-PROFICIENT solution. On the other
hand, estimated rheological parameters obtained through the rheological testing by the examiner and stored
within INEOS’s data bases, will be utilized by the services through the AI-PROFICIENT platform for
reinforcement learning and service validation.
Technologies and links to WP
The use case represents a system-level problem to be approached, concerning the fact that the root cause of
the rheology parameters drifts of the final product, could originate from almost any point of the production
process line. As it has been stated, the operational tasks’ engagement slightly depends on the results of preprocessing of collected data, when some preliminary conclusion will be made. Precisely, localization of the
main causes on a certain part of the production process will redirect the final workflow and task
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interconnection. So, the following list includes the extended version and will be reduced and/or enriched with
more detail, after conducting the initial analysis:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

T2.4 – Self-prognostics and component operating condition estimation
Different AI models will be examined in order to check existing correlations and cause-effect relations
among variables, especially focusing on the reactor operating conditions research. Some Anomaly
detection models will be designed to alarm when a drift happens at sub-system level of the process occurs.
This task will build the edge models that will be used in the Reactor drift analysis module.
T3.1 – Hybrid models of production processes and digital twin
The model of the reactor will be developed if it is conducted that the root cause comes from the reaction
part of the production line and if collected data quality is at a satisfactory level. This modelling will
comprise a data-driven approach or first principles modelling techniques, and concrete choice will be
made on the fly.
T3.2 – Predictive AI analytics for production quality assurance
Different AI models will be examined in order to check existing correlations and cause-effect relations
among variables, especially focusing on the reactor operating conditions research. The goal will be
detecting reactor’s drift from the process viewpoint based on the output of the edge drift detection
models (T2.2) by utilizing various machine learning models (e.g. neural networks). The result will be further
exploited by generative optimization for improved production execution (T3.4 & T3.5).
T3.4 – Generative optimization for improved production execution and scheduling
Its engagement tends to bring decision support to the operator, in form of a multi-alternative
recommender. It will tend to exploit the results obtained within the tasks T2.4, T3.1, and T3.2 through the
evolutionary-based techniques potentially in combination with clustering approaches and surrogate
models.
T3.5 – Future scenario based decision-making and lifelong self-learning
The multi-alternative recommender, in a second time, will exploit the results obtained within the tasks
T2.4, T3.1, and T3.2 in order to refine the propose alternative. The results with and without the help of
other services will be compared in order to show the added value of making the services work together.
T4.1 – Human feedback mechanisms for AI reinforcement learning
Coupling with the operator could bring some benefits to the AI-based platform, making it adaptable and
self-learning. For the complete application of the reinforcement learning concept and the creation of selfadaptable models, it is necessary to consider those mechanisms.
T4.2 – Role-specific human-machine interfaces and data visualization
Together with T4.3, T4.2 will enable interaction between the AI-PROFICIENT cloud platform,
corresponding services and the end used – operator.
T4.3 – Extended reality and conversational interfaces for shop floor assistance
If we talk about the support provided to the operator and hopefully, their engagement in the training and
re-training process of the AI models, the interfacing of human and decision system has to be realized
through certain visualization and/or conversational assets.
T4.4 – Explainable and transparent AI decision making
When it comes to the mutual reliability between the operator and the recommendation system based on
the AI techniques, clearly, transparency and interpretability of the system outcomes are of the utmost
importance. Therefore, this task surely will accompany data-driven models and the optimization engine,
intended to be developed. Depending on the process data, different XAI techniques will be utilized –
utilization of semantic models, explainable models such as Bayesian trees or techniques for unwrapping
unexplainable models, such as LIME or DeepLIFT.

Additionally, the possibility of involving some extra tasks will stay open, especially bearing in mind edge
services (WP2) which are not integral part of the technologies subset within this UC, but whose outcomes
could be exploited by the INEOS UC3 platform services.
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Detail flowchart & partner/task involvement

Figure 83 – High level detail of UC INEOS-3
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5. Summarised analysis of ethics considerations
The UC description has included a thorough review of ethical considerations in an iterative manner between
the ethics team, UC leaders, UC owners, and technology providers. These considerations have been
consolidated and agreed as a result of the analysis of the initial design of each proposed solution.
A general review of the ethical considerations envisaged for each use case has highlighted some of the
similarities hidden behind specific discussions and requests. As a result, the different ethics considerations,
already numbered in order to support their revision in latter project stages (development in WPs 2-3-4-5,
demonstration at WP6), have also been grouped into 4 main areas:
1. General AI/Operator(s) interaction: A clear definition is expected in terms of overall interaction (i.e.
human in command, human on the loop, human in the loop). However, even after providing this, there is
also a need to detail the interaction. Specific flaws may trouble the operator and cause discomfort with
the operator interaction with the AI system (e.g. specific times where the user should look for specific
instructions, etc.).
2. AI Errors handling: A particular aspect is the way that the operator should deal with errors, whether
coming from general interaction with the software, or specific AI recommendations. For the latter, e.g.,
the design of accountability and explainability mechanisms may make an important difference in
facilitating the operator’s management of unexpected scenarios
3. Identification and minimization of (additional) workload: Specific attention should be paid to the
inclusion of additional workload, especially when it comes as a result of the design of the AI system (e.g.
an HMI that imposes a high workload interaction upon the operator). This is also a tricky area, as it may
be required, as a consequence in the change of the functionality (e.g. a change from preventive to
predictive maintenance policies may include specific manual inspections of checking that were not
previously part of the workload); but in all cases, if there is an increase in workload it should be measured
and understood as relevant for the sake of the companies purposes (and agreed/negotiated with the
operator).
4. Facilitate interaction/engagement with AI system: It is important also to plan/design mechanisms and
strategies that may act as positive drivers in the operator’s engagement. For instance, explainability
mechanisms may have a training purpose, apart from error handing. Also, a staged implementation for an
incremental entry into service of full IA functionality might be needed, especially in cases where the AI
solution includes multiple steps or multiple interactions.
In conclusion, it is expected that this summary, together with the specific ethical recommendation identified
for each use case, which can be considered as examples of each of these areas, will be a relevant support in
future analysis and identification of AI ethical considerations regarding industrial applications, as in AIPROFICIENT.
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6. Summarised review of UC for AI-PROFICIENT objectives
Previous chapter has detailed the specification of 8 different use cases linked to three different pilots that will
have a clear impact as described at the introductory ‘description’ of each use case. Whereas the impact of the
use cases with respect to the General Objectives (GO) and Scientific and Technical Objectives (STO), as
expressed in the Description of Work, will be later assessed in WP6, this chapter can advance the potential of
the use cases in order to understand their alignment with respect to accountable Gos and STOs.
STO1- Integration of advanced AI technologies with production processes in IioT environment. Leveraging the
Industrial Internet of Things (IioT) environment and digital retrofit of existing assets, AI-PROFICIENT will integrate
the self-learning and self-prognostic AI services with the manufacturing systems and processes.
This STO is linked to almost all use cases: CONTI-2/3/5/7/10 as well as INEOS1/2/3. On the one side it is
expected the deployment of new edge components in most use cases, also including HW (e.g. vision and
current systems in CONTI-5/7, vision/wearables at INEOS-2). On the other hand it is expected that all use cases
will behave similarly as online services connected to each pilot through AI-PROFICIENT IioT data platform
(defined at deliverable 1.5). As targeted metrics, we might foresee:
•

•

•

AI services integrated with existing assets and production lines – It is expected that at least 7 of 8 use cases
will behave at the end as online services linked to the shared IioT data platform (INEOS-2 probably as
independent service)
Demonstrated interoperability with existing information systems (ERP/MOM) in 3 production sites – all the
three pilot sites will demonstrate interoperability: CONTI-2/3/5/7/10(Sarreguemines), INEOS-1(Geel) &
INEOS-3(Cologne)
Communication mechanisms validated in 3 operating conditions – The operation conditions present at each
pilot site are quite different. Moreover – CONTI 2 includes different operation conditions (e.g. normal tyre
production vs. set up of new products)

STO2: AI for early detection of the process anomalies and provision of fault diagnostics. AI-PROFICIENT will
embed the deep learning techniques and complex event processing capabilities for early-stage fault detection
and diagnostics to improve OPE and product quality and provide failure prevention capabilities.
This STO is also clearly linked to CONTI-2/3/5/7/10 as well as INEOS1/3. Most of these Use Cases expect to
develop prescriptive and predictive AI analytics for FDD and deployment AI services for early-stage anomalies
detection (e.g. CONTI-3/5/7, INEOS1/3). Additionally, an empirical data exploration, and even different design
of experiments to incorporate specific data sets for robust AI modelling (e.g. CONTI-2 & INEOS-3) are expected.
As targeted metrics, we might foresee:
•

•

•

At least 50% of anomalies predicted depending on the production process – expectations in certain cases
(e.g. in CONTI-5) are higher as a predictive approach is expected to anticipate up to 70-80% of the potential
thread cutter anomalies, depending of the technologies implemented.
Increase in production availability during process reconfiguration (by more than 10%) – This affects for
instance to CONTI-2 (& partly CONTI-3), where the correct product set-up between changes regarding process
stabilisation is a key concern.
Improved OPE between 5% and 10% (availability, performance & quality) – For instance, combined
interaction of CONTI-2/3, CONTI-5/7 & CONTI-10 are expected to reach this objective. Also, CONTI-10 use
case will allow the assessment of this metric as will be able to collect performance data as well as condition
and operational data regarding the impact of the other use cases.
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STO3: AI-based decision support for proactive maintenance at component and system level. To extend the
Remaining Useful Life (RUL) of production assets, AI-PROFICIENT will provide a maintenance decision support by
combining the predictive AI analytics with physical process modelling and digital twins.
This STO is also linked to use cases such as CONTI-2/3/5/7 and INEOS-1/3: On the one hand, there is a clear
maintenance focus that includes CONTI-3/5/7 where thread conveyor, cutting and guiding components should
be maintained. On the other hand, CONTI-2 and INEOS-1/3 represent the need of combination of big data
analytics and digital twin modelling, either related to physical or to semantics-based knowledge models.
Specific targets metrics of this STO are as follows:
•

•

At least 50% reduction of false alarms and NFF scenarios. This is particularly important in CONTI-3/5/7, and
in particular linked the engagement of operators with the proposed solutions, that will be changing the way
of working (from reactive/predictive to predictive).
Increase in asset lifetime and component reusability (by more than 25%). Also related to CONTI-3/5/7, it is
expected a targeted lifetime increase in at least one of these cases (e.g. CONTI-5).

STO4: Joint human-machine approach to improved production planning and execution. AI-PROFICIENT will
deliver a multi-objective generative optimisation approach, leveraging the human knowledge and feedback for
reinforcement AI learning, in order to improve the production execution and scheduling.
All UCs are related to this STO, tough in some of them Human AI collaboration could be stronger, as decisions
involve a more interactive approach. This is the case for instance of CONTI-2/10 and INEOS-2. As specific
targeted metrics for this STO, we might foresee:
•

Reduced time for lines to reach full rate production (by approx. 12.5%). This will be a very clear focus e.g.
regarding CONTI-2 UC, where the expected reduction set-up time will impact not only in a reduction of
rework, but also in a faster stabilisation of line production after each product change (much related to the
agile production requirements of the line, which involves from 40 to 60 product changes per day).
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7. Summary of Task involvement
An initial review between the expected involvement of the technologies to be developed at different tasks – in particular from WPs 2-3-4 where technology
development will take place – and their expected contribution to the UCs shows the following:
WP/Task
CONTI-2 CONTI-3 CONTI-5
WP2– Smart components and local AI at system edge
2.1 IIoT environment
CONTI
CONTI/INOS
2.2 Pre-processing
TEK
TEK/INOS
2.3 Self diagnostics
TEK
UL
TEK/UL/IBE
2.4 Self prognostics
TEK
UL
TEK
2.5 Field Automation
TEK*
WP3- Platform AI analytics & decision-making support
3.1 Hybrid models/twins
TEK
3.2 Predictive AI
TEK
TEK/INOS
3.3 Proact. Maintenance
UL
UL/TEK/IBE
3.4 Generative optimization
3.5 Lifelong self-learning
TEK
TEK/IBE
WP4- HMI, explainable AI and shop-floor feedback
4.1 Feedback/reinforc.
TEK/TF*
TEK/IBE/CONTI
4.2 Role specific HMIs
TEK/TF
ATC/TF
TEK/TF
4.3 XR and conversational
4.4 Explainable AI
TEK*
IMP/TEK/IBE

CONTI-7

CONTI-10

INEOS-1

CONTI/INOS
CONTI/INOS
INOS

CONTI
**
TEK/IBE

INEOS
**

INEOS-2

INEOS-3
INEOS
**
UL

INOS/TEK*

INOS/UL
INOS/UL

INOS/TF
TEK*

TEK
INOS/IBE
IMP

IBE/IMP
TF/IBE
TF/IBE
IMP/IBE*

VTT
TEK/IBE/INEOS

UL/INOS/IMP/ATC*

IMP

IMP*
IBE/TF*
IBE/TF*

VTT
INOS
IMP
UL

INOS/ATC/NEOS
TF/ATC/INEOS
TF/INEOS/ATC

IMP
TF
TF
IMP

Figure 84 – Summary table with expected Task involvement per UC, including partners (* to be confirmed; **contribution to pre-processing from multiple partners)
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It can be concluded that there is a clear interaction between use cases and main development tasks, where
all tasks will have the opportunity to demonstrate their support to one or more UCs, which shows a variety of
needs. Also, it includes an interesting interaction and complementarity between partners, in particular at use
cases CONTI UC5 & UC10, and INEOS UC3. Anyway there are two remarks to highlight:
First, in some cases (i.e. WP4 activities) the potential involvement of some tasks/technologies is still to be
confirmed once it is clearer the extent of WP2 & WP3 technologies and once it is verified the real interaction
that can be feasible with the operators at both INEOS and Continental pilots.
Also, there is a specific task (2.5) whose technologies have a low demand within the use cases, as the control
is always linked to the operator interaction (human on command, or human in the loop, rather than
supervisory automated roles related to human-on-the-loop approaches) and it is difficult to foresee such
automated solution within the project timeframe apart from CONTI UC5. In order to maximize the
demonstration of these technologies, it is expected to have a review of certain UCs that might result on the
application of field automation technologies, as indicated above (e.g. CONTI UC7). On the other hand, as it
happens with other AI-PROFICIENT technologies, it is expected that some test beds already existing at partners
facilities may serve as additional demonstration workspaces, where AI-PROFICIENT outcomes show their
relevance in manufacturing scenarios beyond the actual pilots and can also be validated and demonstrated.
In particular, it is expected to include a potential demonstration related to an additive manufacturing testbed
(Tekniker) where Task 2.5 technologies can also be tested and will serve to demonstrate the applicability of
the results beyond initial Pilots.
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8. Conclusions
This deliverable summarises the work done during Task 1.3 regarding the specification of Pilot demonstration
scenarios, that are focused in 8 different use cases.
This deliverable has served to support a wide exchange of information between technical partners and use
case providers, by developing a common understanding of the challenges behind each use case, and it is
expected to serve as a guideline for the expected interaction and collaboration among partners at all tasks,
where low-level design, development and integration of relevant technologies will take part (WPs 2, 3 & 4).
The document also provides important clues concerning the way ethical aspects should be handled: Even
though many ethical aspects will be relevant at development phase, it has been important to take them into
consideration here, as it has led indeed to several modifications in the planning & design of proposed
solutions.
It is expected that some of these issues will be re-visited, fine-tuned or even modified (e.g. ethics, task and
partner interactions, AI4EU repositories, etc.), during project development and integration (WP5) as well as
during use case evaluation later within WP6.
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